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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Transport Auctions of London Ltd is hereinafter referred to as the Auctioneer and includes any person acting upon the
Auctioneer's authority.
1. General Conditions of Sale
a. All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by, the Auctioneer are there at their own risk.
b. Such persons shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused nor in
respect of cancellation or postponement of the sale.
c. The Auctioneer reserves the right of admission which will be by registration at the front desk.
d. For security reasons, bags are not allowed in the viewing area and must be left at the front desk or cloakroom.
e. Persons handling lots do so at their own risk and shall make good all loss or damage howsoever sustained, such estimate of
cost to be assessed by the Auctioneer whose decision shall be final.
2. Catalogue
a. The Auctioneer acts as agent only and shall not be responsible for any default on the part of a vendor or buyer.
b. Lots are sold as seen and The Consumer Rights Act (2015) and The Consumer Contracts Regulations (2013) do not apply.
c. All descriptions of auction lots, including the condition and estimated value of items, whether printed or oral, are given in good
faith and are statements of opinion not fact. Any comments on any lots must be made to the Auctioneer at least 24 hours before
the start of the auction.
d. Lots are sold with all imperfections and/or faults and neither the Auctioneer nor the vendor is responsible for any defects
whatsoever.
e. No warranty is given or implied by the Auctioneer or the vendor with regard to any lot other than that the Seller has the right
to sell it and any express or implied conditions or warranties whether relating to condition or quality are hereby excluded.
f. Intending purchasers should satisfy themselves as to the condition, age, provenance etc of all pieces and lots before they bid.
3. Conditions of Sale - vendors
a. A commission charge of 15.0% of the hammer price or £5 (VAT not applicable), whichever is the greater, will be deducted
from the selling prices and the vendor authorises the Auctioneer to deduct all monies due to the Auctioneer from the auction
proceeds.
b.Reserve prices may be placed by the vendor on lots of £50 or over. Unless otherwise instructed by the vendor, the
Auctioneer may use discretion to sell a lot at up to 10% below reserve. If a lot does not sell, an administration charge of 10% of
the reserve or £5, whichever is the greater, will be incurred.
c. Where a lot is entered without a reserve, the lot will be sold to the highest bidder. If a lot without a reserve does not sell, an
administration charge of £5 will be incurred.
d. All lots are sold at the Auctioneer’s discretion unless written instructions to the contrary are received from the vendor at
least 48 hours prior to the starting time of the sale (responsibility for receipt of such instructions rests with the vendor) and, in
the event that a lot is so withdrawn, an administration charge of £25, or 5% of the reserve, whichever is the greater, will be
levied.
e. The closing date for entries is six weeks before the sale date or when the full number of lots has been achieved, if earlier. The
Auctioneer reserves the right to defer items to a later sale where either the maximum number of lots has already been reached
or where, in the Auctioneer's opinion, earlier inclusion would result in an imbalance of lots on offer.
f. The vendor warrants to the Auctioneer that he/she is the true owner of the items entered (or has written authorisation from
the true owner to sell the items) and that he/she has given the Auctioneer full disclosure of the provenance & authenticity of the
said items and the vendor indemnifies the Auctioneer together with his servants and agents against all and any claim made in
connection with the sale of the said items.
g. The vendor shall arrange to collect unsold or withdrawn lots within 28 days of the sale unless the Auctioneer has agreed to
re-enter them in a subsequent sale and, unless otherwise agreed by prior arrangement, any unsold or withdrawn lots not
collected within 28 days shall incur a storage charge of £2 per day. Lots not collected after 3 months will be sold for the
Auctioneer's account without further notification to the vendor.
h. Unsold or withdrawn lots will not be released until all outstanding charges have been settled in full.
i. Any offers for lots after the sale are only to be negotiated through the Auctioneer and any sale thereafter of items which have
been viewed through the Auctioneer's catalogues, viewing days, advertising or internet sites is deemed to be transacted by the
Auctioneer and full vendor's and buyer's commissions are payable by the vendor.
j. Payment of the proceeds of the sale less all applicable charges will be made to the vendor's bank account within 28 working
days after the auction date, provided that the Auctioneer has received full payment from the purchaser. The
Auctioneer shall not be liable for settlement of any lot for which he is not in possession of cleared funds.
k. In the event of any disputes relating to a lot, the Auctioneer reserves the right to cancel the sale of said lot. The vendor will
be responsible for collection of the lot.
l. Goods entered into the auctions are so done at the vendor's own risk and, while every reasonable effort will be made by the
Auctioneer to look after such goods, the vendor accepts that the Auctioneer is not liable for any damage or loss to the vendor's
items while in the Auctioneer's possession.
m. Vendors are not permitted to bid for their own lots.

4. Conditions of Sale - buyers
a. In making a bid for any lot, whether in person or otherwise, all persons acknowledge that they have read, understand and
abide by these Terms and Conditions of Sale and the bidder acknowledges that he/she has satisfied him/herself fully before
bidding, by inspection or otherwise, as to the condition of such lot.
b. Each bid is an offer to buy and a winning bid forms an irrevocable commitment to purchase the lot concerned.
c. Responsibility for a purchased lot shall pass to the buyer at the fall of the hammer; however, legal title shall not pass until the
Auctioneer is in possession of cleared funds in payment for that lot.
d. The buyer will pay to the Auctioneer the hammer price together with a buyer’s premium calculated at a rate of 16.00% of the
hammer price, no VAT payable. In respect of bids via the-saleroom.com, the latter's charge of 4.95% of the hammer price + VAT
at the prevailing rate is payable in addition.
e. All lots not paid for and removed at the sale must be paid for in full and collected within 7 working days except where agreed
by the Auctioneer in advance in writing. Overdue accounts will be charged interest at 5% pa.
f. No lot(s) may be removed until cleared funds are to hand except where agreed by the Auctioneer in writing.
g. Uncollected lots after 7 working days will incur a daily storage charge of £2 per lot thenceforth. Uncollected lots after 28 days,
whether paid for or not, will be sold for the Auctioneer's account without further notification to the buyer.
5. The Auction Process
a. Those persons wishing to bid in person at the auction should first register at the auction front desk and obtain a bidding
number. Prospective bidders who are not known to the Auctioneer will be asked for acceptable identification including proof of
address.
b. Bidding in the room must be done by holding up the bidder's numbered card so that it is clearly visible to the Auctioneer who
may refuse at his discretion to accept bids attempted in any alternative manner.
c. The Auctioneer reserves the right:
(i) to accept or refuse any bid(s), (ii) to regulate the bidding and amounts of any bid(s) and (iii) to rearrange, consolidate or
withdraw any lot(s) or part of any lot without reason or notice.
d. At the fall of the hammer, the highest bidder, acceptable to the Auctioneer, shall be the buyer of the lot.
e. In the event of a dispute, the Auctioneer has absolute discretion to settle such dispute.
f. Lots may be paid for and removed during or immediately after the auction by application to the front desk. Payment at the sale
is accepted in cash (maximum £5,000, 1.5% handling charge as charged by our bank), by debit-card or by credit-card. UK/EU/EEA
business credit-cards and debit-cards will incur an additional charge of 2% of the total amount payable, non-EU/EEA consumer
(personal) credit-cards and debit-cards an additional charge of 3.5% and non-EU/EEA business credit-cards and debit-cards an
additional charge of 4.5%. Cheques are not accepted.
g. Lots in respect of which cleared payment is not possible on the day must be collected from the Auctioneer's premises within 7
working days of notification of receipt by the Auctioneer of cleared funds.
h. Commission bids may be left with the Auctioneer by lodging a completed Commission Bid form by the deadline stated on the
form. Commission bids will be executed by the Auctioneer as cheaply as possible on a best-efforts basis and without obligation
and he shall not be responsible for any neglect or default in executing or failing to execute any commission bid.
i. Commission bidding is also available, as well as online live bidding, via the-saleroom.com's website and all online bids that are
successful will be subject to an additional fee of 4.95% + VAT on the hammer price.
j. The buyer of each lot shall be the person making the highest bid which is acceptable to the Auctioneer. In the event of an equal
maximum bid for any lot between the saleroom and a commission bid and/or a bid via the-saleroom.com, the bid in the saleroom
will take preference. In the event of two or more commission bids being equal, the first one received takes preference.
k. Estimated values of lots are provided as a guide as to what price the lot may attain, based on previous auction results and the
Auctioneer's knowledge of the prevailing market. These are indications provided in good faith but as statements of opinion rather
than facts.
l. Lots will be sold in numerical order (unless otherwise stated) at a rate of between 80 and 100 lots per hour.
m. The Auctioneer does not pack or ship lots. Buyers should collect their purchases or arrange for their own courier to do so.
Collection is by prior arrangement from the Auctioneer's storage location in Edenbridge, Kent and 2 working days' notice is
required to make arrangements for collection. Upon request, the Auctioneer can put buyers in touch with a shipping agent who
will collect, pack and ship on the buyer's behalf. Such arrangements will form a separate contract between the buyer and the
shipper and the buyer will pay the shipping costs directly to the shipper. Safe transit of purchases by personal collection, courier
or shipper is at the sole risk of the purchaser.
n. All transactions associated with this auction sale shall be governed by English law
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An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 1 London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 475 destinated Crabtree Manor Way. This route was a
works service to Crayford Ness in the 1950s/60s and the
plate was probably located in Belvedere where the route
bifurcated. Probably one of a unique pair. In very good, exuse condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 3 Very large quantity (1000+) of London Transport
BUS STOP PANEL TIMETABLES for a wide variety of routes
including some London Country & Green Line examples.
Vintage from 1970s-90s but most appear to be 1980s. Mostly in good to very good, unused condition. [1,000+]

Estimate: £100 to £150

Lot: 5 1940s/50s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
FLAG (compulsory). An E3 type with runners for 3 e-plates
on each side (one runner missing). Double-sided with two
enamel plates inside a bronze frame, both fixing rods are
present. Measures 18" x 21.5" (46cm x 54cm). One runner is
missing as is one screw from the top part of the frame but a
very good example in all other
respects. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 2 Transport for London fibreboard/plastic SIGN
from the 2012 London Olympics reading to the Olympic Park
with the logo of the 2012 Games and reversible directional
arrow. Measures 71" X 14" (180cm x 36cm) and is in very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 4 Pair (differing) of London Underground VENTILATION GRILLES from the interior of tube cars (above the inter
-connecting doors) and to which the enamel stocknumber
plates were fitted. One is ex-83 Stock, the other we have
not identified. They measure 27" x 7" (69cm x 18cm) at maximum. In good, ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 6 London Underground Standard or 1938 Tube
Stock enamel DESTINATION PLATE for Elephant/Queens
Park on the Bakerloo Line. Plate was previously used on the
Northern Line and the original wording under the stickers
reads Bushey Heath/Finchley Cen. Double-sided with brass
ends. In good, ex-car condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 7 London Transport Routemaster bonnet
FLEETNUMBER PLATE from RM 2138. The original RM 2138
entered service at Willesden (AC) garage in 1965 and the
last bus with this number finished service at Thornton Heath
(TH) garage in 1987 and was scrapped that year. Comes with
the backing plate and is in good, ex-vehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 9 London United Tramways brass CAP BADGE
'Motorman' as issued to tram drivers in the period approx
1910-1924. The badge is based on the City of London coat-of
-arms. These badges were replaced in the 1920s by the Underground Group type. In very good condition, a little tarnished with age. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 11 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 701 destinated Gravesend. Likely to have
been located towards the eastern end of the route, perhaps
at Dartford. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 8 Selection (13) of London tram, bus etc POCKET
MAPS & LEAFLETS including LCC Tramways issues dated February 1914 and XI 27, 1924 British Empire Exhibition at
Wembley official fold-out PLAN & MAP, "Easter 1930 by
London's Underground", 1950s Green Line timetable
leaflets, 1959 "Buses for Trolleybuses" and sundry others.
Most are lightly used but generally
in good to very good condition.
[13]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 10 Matched pair of London Underground ENAMEL
SIGNS to platforms, the first for platforms 1 & 2, the second
for platforms 3 & 4, each with slanting directional arrows.
The signs are thought to have been located at Aldgate station on the Circle & Metropolitan Lines. They are flanged
signs measuring 39.5" x 12" (100cm x 30cm) and are in very
good, ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 12 Selection (4) of 1930s London Underground
sheet/poster MAPS comprising early 30s quad-royal poster
(poor condition, fragile) and 3 x c1937 sheet maps ex-annual
reports etc (good condition). All are folded. Plus a 1902 linen-card London Underground Railways SECTION PLAN
'through the Grosvenor Hotel ... along Buckingham Palace
Road' (some damage) & an 1843
London & Blackwall Railway PROSPECTUS for the sale of Surplus
Property at Garraway's Coffee
House, Cornhill (worn but intact).
[6 items]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 13 Pair of LCC/London Transport Tramways ROUTE
NUMBER STENCIL PLATES, the first for service 35 which ran
between Highgate & Forest Hill via the Kingsway Subway,
the larger-size plate which was displayed on the upper deck
of tramcars not fitted with roller blinds, and the second for
rush-hours service 40 which ran from Embankment to Woolwich, this one a 'Venner' type as
fitted behind the glass in the end
upper-deck windows of certain
E/1 and HR/2 cars. Both are in
good, ex-service condition. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 15 Selection (9) of 1946-47 Crosville Motor Services
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS for various areas, all different editions. Generally in good to very good condition, small labels
on the covers, some have corroded staples. [9]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 17 Selection (15) of 1947-55 Chatham & District
Traction Company TIMETABLE BOOKLETS, all different editions. Generally in good to very good condition, some have
corroded staples. [15]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot: 14 Pair of TICKET MACHINES comprising a Setright
machine no 413, serial no 36839 (handle turns OK but no
ticket roll), with metal carrying case, and a Bell Punch machine, serial no 81996 (punches but no ring, very dirty), with
backing-plate and strap. Plus a 16-position, wooden, springloading TICKET RACK in well-used condition with used/
unused tickets and a HANDRAIL
BELL-PUSH in heavily-used condition. [4]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 16 Selection (7) of 1948-49 Eastern National (3) and
Eastern Counties (4) TIMETABLE BOOKLETS for various areas, all different editions. Generally in good to very good condition, all bar one have small labels on the covers, some
have corroded staples. [7]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 18 "The Improved 'District Railway' MAP of London", 3rd edition, dated 1882. An early issue from this series
that ran from 1873-1907. Shows the final part of the Inner
Circle and the extension to Whitechapel as authorised or
under construction. Backed onto heavy linen with a thin
linen cover and opens out to 42" x 26" (107cm x 65cm). In
heavily-used but still reasonable
condition, cover is tatty. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 19 Set of 3 x 1938 London Underground CHARTS
'Initial Train Services, Distances and Running Times on Extension Lines - Metropolitan & Bakerloo, Northern, Central'
- coloured line diagrams on one side with trains per hour, a
distance chart on the other. With original envelope. Two
charts are in very good condition, the other is stained. [3 +
envelope]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 21 Selection (8) of London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATES comprising routes 227 Saturday Fare Stage, 228
Mon-Fri Rush Hours, 228A Mon-Fri, 229, 229 Alighting Point
Only, 229 via Erith, 241 and B.1 Mon-Sat. In good to very
good, ex-use condition. [8]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 23 1960s/70s City of Westminster enamel STREET
SIGN from Gloucester Terrace, W2, a residential street in
Bayswater near Paddington station. Has extra wording with
directions to residences in Porchester Square. A fully
flanged sign measuring 34" x 23" (86cm x 58cm). In very
good, ex-use condition with just minor blemishes at the
edges. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 20 Pair of 1924 London Underground MAPS, the
first the August 1924 pocket map "Edgware Extension Railway" with map by J C Betts (very good condition) and the
second a special issue produced on thin paper specifically
for loose inclusion in an official Underground Group guidebook, single-sided, folded, opens out to 17.5" a 14.5" (45cm
x 37cm), lightly-used condition. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 22 1939/40, Volume 24 of THE MOTOR TRANSPORT
YEAR-BOOK & DIRECTORY. These weighty tomes were the
'bible' of the bus & coach industry. 792pp inside hard covers. Some wear to the covers and foxing in places, the contents are generally very good. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot: 24 Assortment (25) of London Underground small,
miscellaneous ENAMEL PLATES regarding excess fares etc
plus colour samples for Embankment station. Some well
used, most in good to very good condition. [25]

Estimate: £70 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 25 Selection (4) of London Underground enamel
SECTION SWITCH PLATES. The plates measure 10.5" x
12" (27cm x 31cm) and would have been located on switch
cabinets. Generally in very good, ex-use condition. Unusual
items. [4]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 27 Selection of VEHICLE HUB-CAP BADGES comprising BUT (British Electric Traction - trolleybuses), AEC and
ACLO (AEC's export brand) (all in enamel), AEC in chrome
and 2 x AEC in plastic. Condition ranges from good used to
very good. [6]

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot: 29 1941 wartime 2-part quad-royal PLATFORM DEPARTURES POSTER from Paddington Station plus 1947 Great
Western Railway (GWR) TIMETABLE POSTER, a little smaller
than quad-royal, for services to London, Weymouth and
Branches. Both have minor edge-scuffs and nicks, small labels at the top and are folded. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 26 Selection (5) of London Underground SIGNAL
IDENTIFICATION PLATES, four enamel, one tin. All believed
to be from the Uxbridge area. 16" x 6" or 8" (40cm x 15cm
or 20cm). In varying, ex-use condition. [5]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 28 Selection (5) of Glasgow Corporation Tramways
alloy TRAM STOP FLAGS comprising two
'compulsory' (double-sided, one with fixing bracket), two
'request' (single-sided) and one 'fare station' (double-sided).
Signs measure 15" x 7.5" (38cm x 19cm) and are in varying
grades of condition - all are well-used. [5]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 30 Selection of 1940s Great Western Railway (GWR)
POSTERS (double-royal or a little smaller) comprising Departures poster from Langley dated October 1, 1945 and Timetable posters for Plymouth, Truro & Penzance dated JuneOctober 1947, Local Train Services Gloucester, Newport and
Llantrisant, Bridgend & Porthcawl Districts dated October
1940 and Taunton, Exeter & Newton Abbot Districts dated JuneOctober 1947. A few nicks and
scuffs, small labels attached to
three, but generally in very good
condition. Folded. [4]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 31 Selection of 1940s Great Western Railway (GWR)
double-royal POSTERS comprising Timetable poster for
Greenford Line Services, Down Trains, dated October 28,
1940 and Departures posters from Ealing Broadway
(Sundays, Down Trains) dated October 1945, Reading
(Sundays) dated October 1945 and Southall (Weekdays)
dated October 1945. A few nicks
and scuffs, small label attached to
the first, but generally in very
good condition. Folded. [4]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot: 33 Selection (3) of 1941 wartime Southern Railway
TIMETABLE POSTERS comprising No 9A London, Hounslow,
Richmond, Twickenham etc etc dated May 1941 and 2 x No
10A Reading, Weybridge, Ascot etc etc dated May 1941 and
October 1941 respectively. Posters measure 43" x
30" (109cm x 76cm) and are in good condition with some
nicks and scuffs at the edges. All
are folded. [3]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 35 Selection of bus/tram hardware comprising a
cast-alloy BUS BUILDER'S PLATE 'Coachwork by Heaver Ltd,
Durrington, Salisbury', ex-Guernsey Motors 1955 Albion
Victor 54 reg 6772, withdrawn October 1976 and burnt out
as practice by Guernsey Airport fire brigade (see second
image). 12" x 7.5" (30cm x 19cm), in excellent, re-painted
condition. Plus 3 x Wallasey Council/Corporation brass STAFF PASSES: 2 x pre-1910 Wallasey Council
Tramways nos 208 & 288 and one
'Wallasey Corporation Motor Buses' no 291A on reverse. Approx
1.5" (4cm) in diameter, in good, ex-use condition. [4]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 32 May 1945 quad-royal DEPARTURES POSTER from
Aylesbury station covering LT, GWR & LNER services. No
operator name but presumably produced by LT as included
is an LT memo dated Sep 1945 to the GWR requesting it to
be checked for the next issue. Poster bears pencilled ticks
accordingly. In good condition, folded. Plus a selection (19)
of Metropolitan Line WORKING
TIMETABLES & SUPPLEMENTS
from 1939-41, incl wartime emergency issues. Mostly in well-used
condition, small labels attached.
[21 items]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 34 Selection (5) of London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATES from the Croydon area and comprising routes
115, 130, 130B, 190 and 194B Weekday. Generally in very
good condition, the last is a little weathered. [5]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 36 Selection of mainly Victorian RAILWAY EPHEMERA comprising April 1875 Great Northern Railway TIME
TABLES, c1850s Railway Chronicle 'Travelling Charts, London
-Cambridge on the Eastern Counties' [Railway], a sheet of
Royston & Hitchin Railway blank share certificates, a Midland Grand Hotel, St Pancras Tariff Card for the Family
Coffee Room and a May 1926
Great Western Railway handbill re
post-General Strike arrangements.
All generally in good, used condition. [5]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 37 1934 London Underground 'Railways of London'
POCKET MAP. An early H C Beck diagrammatic card map
with print reference 34-1945 350M and showing the escalator connection between Bank and Monument stations. A
very good example, just lightly-used. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 39 Quantity (56) of mainly 1950s-70s London
Transport Central Buses etc POCKET MAPS etc. Condition
varies from well-used to very good, most have small labels
on the front. [56]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 41 Pair of LCC Tramways POCKET MAPS dated August 1913 and May 1914 respectively. The former includes a
loose LCC Tramways leaflet 'Cheap Return Fares' and the
latter similarly one entitled 'Travel by Tram to Highgate Village, Parliament Hill Fields and Hampstead Heath'. Both are
in very good condition. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 38 Quantity (29) of 1940s-60s Ian Allan ABC BOOKLETS including London Transport, Birmingham City
Transport, Bristol Tramways, East Kent, Maidstone & District, Midland Red and British Bus Fleets (various areas). A
few are well-used with underlinings but most are unmarked
and in very good condition. [29]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 40 Pair of LCC Tramways POCKET MAPS dated July
1914 and 1919 respectively. The latter includes a loose LCC
leaflet 'Theatre Guide'. Both are in very good condition. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 42 Pair of London Transport enamel E-PLATES, the
first a Green Line example 705 destinated Windsor via Victoria (very good, ex-use condition) of which only one pair was
recorded - in Bromley, and the second for route 77A Special
Journeys, the extra wording in the form of a sticker (the
paste from the sticker has discoloured but this could easily
be removed if wished, the plate is
otherwise in good condition). [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 43 London Underground Standard / 38-Tube Stock
enamel CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Stanmore / Wembley
Park on the former Bakerloo Line. A double-sided plate with
brass ends. In generally good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 45 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers the Epsom districts of
Worcester Park, Stoneleigh and Ewell (incl the Horton Light
Railway) and includes real photographs, commercial postcards and his own photos. Subjects include railway locos, trains,
stations & infrastructure, road
transport, streets, buildings &
landscapes. This album contains
32 double-pages and approx 120
pictures. [1]
Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 47 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers the districts of Wandsworth and Clapham and includes real photographs, commercial postcards and his own photos. Subjects include railway locos, trains, stations & infrastructure, road transport (incl
trams), streets, buildings & landscapes. This album contains 36
double-pages and approx 140 pictures. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 44 1950s/60s Southern Vectis Omnibus Co DISPLAY
BOARD for Isle of Wight tours. One side has a permanent
display for an afternoon tour to Allum Bay, Coloured Sands
and the Needles, the other retains its last chalked display
for the 'Round the Island' tour. These boards were displayed
outside the company's booking offices or in front of a stationary bus or coach. Woodenframed, measures 23.5" x
39" (66cm x 99cm). In generally
good, well-used condition. [1]

Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot: 46 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers the districts of Ash Vale,
North Camp, Ripley, Wisley, Effingham, Horsley, Gomshall,
Shere, Peaslake, Holmbury, Chilworth etc and includes real
photographs, commercial postcards and his own photos. Subjects include railway locos, trains,
stations & infrastructure, road
transport, streets, buildings &
landscapes. This album contains
62 double-pages and approx 250 pictures. [1]
Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 48 Pair of London Transport RT-type bus REGISTRATION PLATES comprising the front plate JXE 158, ex-RT 795
(scrapped 1978) and the rear plate NLE 804, ex-RT 3697
(scrapped 1979). Both are in ex-use, ex-scrapyard condition.
[2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 49 London Transport RT bus BONNET FLEETNUMBER
PLATE from RT 4638. The original bus to carry this number
entered service at Merton (AL) garage in 1953 and the last
RT 4638 was withdrawn at Harrow Weald (HD) garage in
1977 and scrapped that year. In very good, ex-use condition.
[1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 51 Selection (6) of Hampton Court GUIDEBOOKS, 3
containing District Railway (London Underground) fold-out
"Miniature MAPS of London & Environs", 9th edition, dated
1921, 1924 and 1925. This series ran from 1896 and continued to be produced long after the DR had been absorbed
into the Underground Group! Maps open out to 17" x
11.5" (43cm x 29cm) and are in
near-mint condition. The 1926 &
1929 guides contain 'General' bus
map and 'Tramways' map respectively, both in excellent condition,
the 1911 guide has no map. [6]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 53 Selection (14) of 1913-onwards railway JUBILEE
BOOKLETS and RAILWAY GAZETTE SUPPLEMENTS. Includes
Metropolitan Railway 1913 & 1923 booklets, LBSCR 1922,
LNER 1924 & District Railway 1928. Gazette supplements
include 1913 Metropolitan Rlwy Jubilee, 1932 Main Line
Electrification and Underground Extensions, various 1930s
Southern Railway Electrifications
and 1940 Waterloo & City Tube
Rejuvenation. Generally in good to
very good condition. [14]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 50 London tram items comprising 5 x LCC/LT POCKET MAPS dated 1922-39 (used to good condition), 1931 LCC
Kingsway Subway GUIDE (loose cover), 1928 Metropolitan
Electric Tramways HANDBOOK 'Bye-Laws and Regulations'
and 1937 London Transport Tram Driver's HANDBOOK (both
in good, lightly-used condition). [8]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 52 London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 82 Mon-Fri destinated Heathrow Airport via Cargo
Terminal. A double-vertical example of the type typically
used at bus stations. It may therefore have been at Hounslow Bus Station or, possibly, Hounslow West Underground
station before the Piccadilly Line was extended. In excellent,
ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 54 WW2 official London Transport DOCUMENTS
comprising 1939 Bakerloo Line 'Instructions for the Operation of Flood Gates' (19pp) & 1942 'Short History of the Plessey Tunnel-Factory' (Unused Central Line tunnels) (19pp,
classified as 'Secret!). Plus 1914 illustrated BOOKLET 'Resignalling of the Central London Railway' & c1934 83pp illustrated, soft-cover BOOK 'Electrical
Equipment for London's Underground Railways'. All in generally
good condition with some ageing.
[4]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 55 Bound volume of "TRAMWAY & RAILWAY
WORLD" for Jan-June 1914 (Volume 25), 515pp inside hard
covers with leathercloth corners/spine and gold-leaf lettering, titled 'Newcastle Corporation Tramways'. Some cover
wear, otherwise very good. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 57 Considerable quantity (53) of 1940s-60s London
Transport POCKET MAPS including Trolleybus & Tram, Central Bus and special issues, eg 1948 Olympics, Festival of
Britain. Most are in good to very good condition. [53]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 59 London Underground enamel PLATFORM ROUNDEL from Great Portland Street station on the Metropolitan,
Hammersmith & City & Circle Lines. A medium-size sign in
three parts (no frame) measuring 32" (82cm] across the bar.
The station is one of those renowned for water ingress and
the sign evidences this with some light staining and small
signs of corrosion at the edges but
is still a very good example. [1 sign
in 3 parts]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 56 Pair of London Transport trolleybus DESTINATION BLINDS from Fulwell (FW) depôt, the first an Aldenham-produced example for the front/rear boxes dated
4.11.59 and the second a Charlton-produced example for
the route number boxes dated Sept 8 1950. Both are complete blinds in generally good to very good, ex-use condition, the latter has some damp
damage to the top white leader
section. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 58 Selection (10) of 1920s/30s Underground Group/
London Transport GUIDEBOOKS including 4 x 'London
Guide, No 3', various editions, all bar one include the special
Underground map loose in the envelope inside the front
cover, 'London's Country, Guide No 1', 2 x 'London's Country, Guide No 2', various editions, 'London Town & Country'
and 'Bucks, Berks, Herts, Essex Strolls & Rambles' (Green Line). In
varying, used condition, generally
reasonable to very good. [10]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 60 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 716A destinated Welwyn Garden City, Stevenage. Would probably have been located in Hatfield. In
good, ex-use condition with a few small surface scratches.
[1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 61 1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
FLAG, the 'compulsory' version. A double-sided, hollow,
'boat'-style flag measuring 18" x 16" (46cm x 41cm). In very
good, ex-use condition with minor blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 63 1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS &
COACH STOP FLAG (Request). A double-sided, hollow 'boat'style flag measuring 18" x 16" (46cm x 41cm). In good, exuse condition, some light weathering. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 65 A mixed lot of London Transport and pre-LT
items: RT bus DESTINATION BLINDS coded 'AA' (canopy box)
from Luton (LS) garage dated 8.3.67 and Windsor (WR) garage dated 20.1.70 (both include Green Line numbers and are
in good/very good, ex-use condition), GARAGE STENCIL
PLATES from Garston (GR), Hatfield (HF) and Northfleet (NF)
in very good, used condition plus a
selection of Underground Group
and London Transport GUIDEBOOKS from c1916-1930s in generally good condition. [14 items]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 62 1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
FLAG, the 'request' version. A double-sided, hollow, 'boat'style flag measuring 18" x 16" (46cm x 41cm) complete with
original fixing brackets. In very good, ex-use condition with
minor blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 64 Selection (12) of 1930-32 London General Omnibus Company TRAFFIC CIRCULARS, issue nos between 839
and 919 (reasonable condition, some are somewhat fragile)
plus a selection (16) of London Transport Country Buses &
Coaches ALLOCATION BOOKLETS dated between October
1949 and October 1969, minor duplication, most in good,
used condition. [28]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 66 Pair of London Underground CAB DESTINATION
PLATES , the first an enamel example for Rayners Lane on
the Piccadilly Line from Standard or 1938-Tube Stock or,
possibly, from O/P Stock on the Metropolitan Line. Note the
style of 'Lane'. A single-sided plate with blank reverse and
brass ends. Plus an aluminium example from 1938-Stock,
double-sided with stickers for Edgware/Mill Hill East on the Northern Line. Both are in good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 67 Set of London Underground enamel STOCKNUMBER PLATES from a complete 4-car unit of 1962-Tube
Stock comprising Driving Motor Cars 1510 & 1511, Trailer
2510 and Non-Driving Motor Car 9511. These plates were
located inside the end of each car above the intercommunicating door. In very good, ex-use condition. [4]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 69 London Underground 1950s/60s enamel FRIEZE
PANEL from Holland Park station on the Central Line.
Measures 55" x 9" (140cm x 23cm). An excellent example
with minor blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £180

Lot: 71 Pair of original OIL PAINTINGS of 1920s buses by
Michael Cowtan. Both are oil on canvas, painted in 1983,
the first depicts a 1920 Huddersfield Corporation Tramways
Karrier-Roe front-entrance single-decker and the second a
1922 Rotherham Corporation Bristol-Roe. Both are professionally framed in wood and in very good condition, minor
blemishes only. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 68 1947 London Underground quad-royal POSTER
MAP by H C Beck 'London Transport Railways'. Print-code
1047/2292M/5000. Shows the planned extensions of the
Central Line to Ongar and West Ruislip and the subsequently abandoned Northern Line ones to Alexandra Palace, Mill
Hill (The Hale) and Bushey Heath. Beck has thickened the
lines to allow the line names to be
included within them. A few short
inward tears, minor edge-scuffs,
some creasing in places but overall a good example. Previously
folded. [1]

Estimate: £750 to £1000

Lot: 70 London Underground 1950s/60s enamel PLATFORM FRIEZE PLATE from the Central Line with the line
name on the bar of a traditional London Transport bullseye.
Measures 18" x 9" (46cm x 23cm). An excellent example in
very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 72 Large quantity (approx 275) of London trolleybus
& bus PHOTOGRAPHS, mixture of b&w and colour,
1960s/70s, 6x4 size. Wide variety of trolleybuses, RT and
Routemaster types, a sprinkling of other types. All are inservice shots, non-professional but generally good quality.
[c.275]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 73 Very large quantity (approx 2,000) of colour and
b&w BUS PHOTOGRAPHS, postcard-size, 6x4 & other sizes.
Nearly all are London or ex-London, more than half are
Routemasters, large batch of DMS, approx dates 1960s-80,
more later than earlier. Most are 'in-service' shots, generally
amateur work but many are of good quality. [approx 2,000]

Estimate: £250 to £350

Lot: 75 Selection (4) of Underground Group Tramways
POCKET MAPS comprising 2 x c1914/15 issues (small detail
differences between the two), one in very good condition,
the other in good condition with some archive tape repairs
to folds, plus the issues dated Winter 1924-5 and 1932, both
in very good condition. All are in the same style as contemporary Underground maps. [4]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot: 77 Early 20th century Metropolitan Railway & District Railway POSTCARDS, the former comprising No 2 Byron's Tomb, No 7 Interior Ruislip Church, No 8 Manor Farm,
nr Ickenham, No 12 Panelled Room, Treaty House, Uxbridge,
No 14 Pinner Church, No 22 Sanatorium, Northwood, No 25
Stream below Hamper Mills, nr Northwood plus unnumbered, un-named location, &
the latter comprising loco no 4,
Southend train leaving Ealing, loco
no 33, loco no 10, electric driving
motor car & 3rd-class carriage no
8. Postally unused, one has some
details written on the reverse. [14]
Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot: 74 Very large quantity (2,500+) of colour (almost
all), 6x4 (almost all) LONDON BUS PHOTOGRAPHS. Covers
the 1960s (just a few) to early 2000s but the 1980s-90s predominate. Mostly in-service shots of a wide range of vehicle
types, many taken by well-known, specialist photographers.
[2,500+]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 76 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 711 destinated High Wycombe via Beaconsfield. Recorded in just three locations between Westminster and Notting Hill Gate. An early e-plate in good, exuse condition. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 78 Selection (4) of c1908 London Underground
POSTCARDS, featuring the system map produced by Waterlow & Sons, all with different backs, two for the Liverpool
Street Hotel, one a normal postcard and the other blank and
folded vertically for insertion into a pocket folder. Generally
in good to very good condition. [4]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 79 Selection (11) of 1907/1910 Hampstead Tube
POSTCARDS 'The Last Link' comprising seven from the 1st
series (1907) 'Golders Hill', 'Hampstead Heath', 'Highgate
Woods' x 2, Parliament Hill Fields x 2 & Waterlow Park plus
four from the 2nd series (1910) comprising 'Golders Hill',
Highgate Woods', 'Vale of Health' and 'Waterlow Park'. In
good, used condition - some are
postally used. [11]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 81 1921 Brighton Corporation Tramways OFFICIAL
TRAMWAY GUIDE with fold-out system map. Plus c. early
1930s City of Edinburgh fold-out TRANSPORT MAP. Both
evidence a little wear to the covers but are overall in very
good condition. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 83 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 715 destinated Hertford via Enfield. Likely
to be an early plate and would have been located between
Barnes and Manor House Station. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 80 Complete set (6) of 1912 Metropolitan Railway
POSTCARDS, the 'geographical' series, a number of which
were initially given away, the envelope stating that the
cards would shortly be available for sale at booking offices.
Each card shows a section of the line, along with golf courses, superimposed on a map of the area. This set comes with
its original envelope, the latter
shows some wear but the cards
themselves are in excellent condition. [6 + envelope]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 82 1937 London Underground Metropolitan Line
thick-card CARRIAGE MAP (LINE DIAGRAM). These diagrams
were located in the compartments of T-stock and steamhauled carriages. In ex-use condition with some traces of
tape and the usual damp stains. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 84 1980s City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN
from Lilestone Street, NW1, a residential street in Marylebone off Lisson Grove. A fully flanged sign measuring 47" x
18" (119cm x 46cm). In good, ex-use condition with a few
small chips near/on the flanges and a small dent beneath
the street name. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 85 London Underground enamel SIGN 'Way Out'
with a translucent panel designed to be back-lit. A note on
the reverse suggests that this was located at Loughton station. A flanged sign measuring 39.5" x 10" (100cm x 26cm)
and in very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 87 Pair of double-sided enamel BUS STOP FLAGS,
the first a most unusual circular variant, believed to be Rawtenstall Corporation (12" or 30cm in diameter, some corrosion at edges, loss to the bracket) and the second 'Limited
Stop Service, Buses stop here' from an unknown operator
(18" x 9" or 46cm x 23cm, excellent condition). [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 89 Quantity (32) of 1950s/60s bus/coach MANUFACTURERS' BROCHURES & LEAFLETS by Leyland, AEC, Guy,
Daimler, Scania. Very little duplication. Most are in good to
very good condition. [32]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 86 Selection (3) of double-sided BUS STOP FLAGS
comprising enamel 'Bus Request Stop' (possibly Wilts & Dorset), cast-alloy 'Bus Stop' (possibly Ipswich Corporation) and
painted-steel 'Bus Stop'. The first and last measure 13" x
10.5" (33cm x 27cm) and the middle one 12" x 9" (30cm x
23cm). All in good, ex-use condition. [3]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 88 London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Acton Town/Shoreditch on the District/East London Line. Double-sided, reversable, with brass
ends. In good, ex-use condition. An unusual combination of
destinations. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot: 90 Quantity (40) of mainly 1930s-70s London
Transport LEAFLETS incl holiday services, new bus & coach
services or vehicles, Victoria Line opening, Red Arrow services, Passenger Guide, Sightseeing etc. All appear to be
different, generally in very good condition. [40]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 91 Quantity (16) of official & London Transport etc
REPORTS, SURVEYS etc, the oldest being 1901 'The Rapid
Transit Problem in London' and the latest are 1965 Select
Committee volumes. Includes 1920s 'Facts Concerning London's Underground', 1935 'London Transport, a Record &
Survey', 1949 London Travel Survey, 1958 'Crush Hour Travel
in Central London', 1955 Report of
Committee of Enquiry into London
Transport and several others. Generally in good to very good condition. [16]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 93 Selection (11) of London Underground POCKET
MAPS from various decades from the 1930s-2010s. Selection comprises No 1 1937 (paper, fold-out, very good), Beck
card diagram 245 No 1 1945 (excellent), No 1 1947 (paper,
fold-out, lightly-used) plus card diagrams 1957 (1156, lightly
-used), 1969 (768, excellent), No 1 1975 (5.75, excellent), A
1985 (685, very good), January
1993 (1/93, excellent), June 2000
(Take Away Food, excellent), Sept
2009 (IKEA, near-mint) and May
2013 (MBNA, near-mint). [11]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 95 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 709 destinated Godstone via Caterham. An
early e-plate. These were recorded between Oxford Circus
and Purley. In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 92 Large quantity (29) of London Transport ANNUAL
REPORTS & ACCOUNTS for the years 1934-47 (1935-38 include the pull-out maps), 1953-56 and 1958-68. Generally in
good to very condition. [29]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 94 1929 and 1931 editions of "METRO-LAND"
BOOKLET published by the Metropolitan Railway. The first is
in generally very good condition, no fold-out map (did this
issue have one?) and the second is in well-used condition,
complete with fold-out Metropolitan Railway/Underground
map, print-code M.1246/50M. The map is in very good condition. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 96 Mixed lot of largely LONDON TRANSPORT
EPHEMERA including 1930s/40s Annual Reports (some still
with pull-out maps etc), handful of 1930s 'Pennyfare' staff
magazines, 1931 LCC Tramways Guide to Kingsway Subway,
1920s/30s Appointments Diaries (only illustrations remaining), 1952 'Tale of Three Buses' (Tour of North America by
London buses) and WW2 booklets
'London Transport Carried On',
'Seven Battalions' and 'Transport
Goes To War'. Condition varies
from well-used to very good. [24
items]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 97 1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS &
COACH STOP FLAG (Bus Compulsory, Coach Request), an E3
version with space for 3 e-plates on each side (runners were
removed by LT before disposal). A traditional bullseye 'boat'
flag, (double-sided, hollow) measuring 18" x 20.5" (46cm x
52cm). Some small blemishes but generally in good condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 99 1960s/70s City of Westminster enamel STREET
SIGN from Cranbourn Street, WC2, a small thoroughfare in
London's theatreland linking Leicester Square and Charing
Cross Road. A fully flanged sign measuring 34" x 17.5" (86cm
x 44cm). In very good, ex-use condition with a few small
chips on the flanges. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 101 Large quantity (100+) of mainly 1960s-70s London Transport publicity LEAFLETS & PAMPHLETS on a wide
variety of subjects plus a handful of timetables/leaflets from
Southdown, Western National, East Kent etc. All are in good
to very good condition. [100+]

Estimate: £70 to £80

Lot: 98 1848 (January) BRADSHAW'S CONTINENTAL
RAILWAY GUIDE. 166pp booklet with fold-out maps of the
railways of Europe and of the River Rhine. Front cover is
detached with small losses, the contents and maps are in
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 100 Southdown Motor Services DESTINATION
BOARD as fitted to the front of coaches in the 1950s/60s
(and probably earlier too). Double-sided wooden board with
re-inforced ends, reading Arundel Castle/Worthing.
Measures 32" x 4.5" (81cm x 11cm). In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 102 1930 Metropolitan Railway hard-cover BOOK
OF RATES applicable to Merchandise by Passenger Train
from Swiss Cottage Station. 164pp, in good, ex-use condition with some wear to the covers. Plus a bundle of approx
25 early 20th century Metropolitan Railway WAYBILLS in
varying states of condition. [approx 26]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 103 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 719 destinated Watford, Aylesbury,
Fare Stage. We're not sure why it says Aylesbury rather than
Hemel Hempstead and it was probaby a manufacturing error. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 105 Large quantity (46) of 1950s British Railways
small SIGNS & PLATES, mostly ex-Mk I carriages and mostly
made of ivorine or other plastics. Includes types of wood (to
gauge passenger reaction to various finishes), well-known
lavatory signs, seat numbers, alarm & window signs etc. All
in good to very good, ex-use condition. [46]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot: 107 British Railways SMOKEBOX NUMBERPLATE
from ex War Department WD/8 2-8-0 90492, formerly LNER
3171, built at Vulcan Foundry in 1944, withdrawn from 40E
Colwick in 1965 and scrapped in 1966. In unrestored, exloco/scrapyard condition. Has been owned by today's vendor for several decades. [1]

Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot: 104 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 719 destinated Swanley, Farningham,
Wrotham. Examples were recorded between New Cross and
Sidcup. In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £160 to £200

Lot: 106 Southern Railway enamel INDICATOR BOARD
PLATE 'Walton', probably from the departures board at Waterloo station. Measures 17" x 2.25" (43cm x 6cm). In very
good, ex-use condition with some well-executed repairs at
the edge & screw-holes. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 108 Pair of railway HANDLAMPS, the first a 4-aspect
London, Midland & Scottish Railway (LMS) example finished
in crimson lake colour and numbered 317964 (one glass
cracked) and the second a 4-aspect Southern Railway (SR)
example dated 1940 (red & green glasses present). Both in
ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 109 Enamel railwayana comprising a 1969 'home'
SIGNAL ARM marked BR W.R. V/E (S) 69, a SHUNT SIGNAL
DISC (no lenses) and a BR (S) 'Danger' SIGN re conductor
rails with the early, short-lived 'Railway Executive' title. The
first and last are in excellent condition, the disc has some
wear from use. [3]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 111 Class 442 'Wessex Electrics' EMU interior PANEL
ILLUSTRATION 'New Forest' by Edward Pond who designed
various scenes from the original route to adorn the interiors
of all 24 units in their original Network SouthEast configuration. Produced in laminate, the panel measures 74" x
15" (188cm x 38cm) and is in excellent condition with a suitable, later frame (frame has a few
small scuffs). [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 113 British Railways (Southern Region) locomotive
SHEDPLATE '74C' used by Dover as well as Folkestone subshed until 1958. In ex-loco, unrestored condition. Owned by
today's vendor for several decades. A very scarce example
[1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 110 Selection of British Railways LAMPS (all marked
'BR') comprising a tail-lamp in good, ex-use condition, a loco
head-lamp which appears to be unused 'new old stock' and
a 3-aspect hand-lamp which also appears to be unused. [3]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 112 British Railways (London Midland Region) locomotive SHEDPLATE '27C' used by Southport until 1963. In ex
-loco, unrestored condition. Not often seen at auction.
Owned by today's vendor for several decades. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 114 Pair of pre-Grouping railway 'Thunderer' WHISTLES, the first marked 'G N Ry' (Great Northern Railway) and
the second 'L&NWR' (London & North Western Railway).
Both are visually in good, ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 115 Selection (3) of London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES comprising 851/852 'Northdowns' (green
lettering), a slightly incorrect form of the name of the independent operator North Downs Rural Transport which operated these two routes in the Horsham area in the
1960s/70s, 854, also a North Downs route to the Ramsden
Estate in Orpington and 'Tail Stop'.
Generally in good to very good
condition. [3]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 117 Cast-alloy & chrome BUS RADIATOR BADGE
'Regent'. Background colour suggests it may be ex-Ipswich
Corporation AEC but this is not confirmed. Measures 8" x
3.5" (20cm x 9cm) and is in very good, ex-vehicle condition.
[1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 119 Pair of London Underground Northern Line CAR
DIAGRAMS, the first a paper version dated February 1967,
still showing the Northern City line and with Finsbury Park
station closed during the Victoria Line construction, and the
second a modern, vinyl example dated September 2012 and
making a very interesting comparison with the earlier version. Both are in good, unused
condition. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 116 1950s City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN
from Wood's Mews, W1, a residential street in Mayfair off
Park Lane. Measures 30" x 16" (76cm x 41cm). In very good,
ex-use condition with just a few small blemishes at the edges. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot: 118 Pair of 1960s London Underground CAR DIAGRAMS, the first a translucent, plastic Victoria Line example
produced in the mid-1960s for the mock-up at Acton Works
of the proposed 67-stock (comes with extract from relevant
article. The illuminated idea was not proceeded with for the
production trains) and the second a 1969 Formica example
for A-stock on the Metropolitan
Line. The first measures 54" x
9" (137cm x 23cm) and the second
60.5" x 7.5" (154cm x 19cm). Both
are in good, ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 120 London Underground TUNNEL TELEPHONE etc
ITEMS comprising two ENAMEL SIGNS, one (with original
wooden frame) to signify the end of the telephone wiring
and the other the end of radio contact, both measure
12" (30cm) square, plus a motorman's TELEPHONE HANDSET, complete with clips to attach to the wires and with
original wooden box with carrying
strap. All in good to very good, exuse condition. [3]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 121 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 721 destinated Stratford, Aldgate. Recorded in just three locations - Green Lane, Ilford Broadway
and Brentwood. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 123 1940s/50s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
FLAG 'Request'. Double-sided with two enamel plates inside
a bronze frame and retaining its original fixing rods.
Measures 18" x 16" (46cm x 40cm). Weathered and dirty
from a long period in situ, would improve with a thorough
clean. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 125 Setright TICKET MACHINE, machine no K64 (no
serial number), believed to be ex-Ribble Motor Services. In
excellent working condition, clean and functional. Prints a
good ticket (currently fitted with a Midland Red (North) ticket roll. Comes with backing plate & strap. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot: 122 1940s/50s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
FLAG 'Request'. Double-sided with two enamel plates inside
a bronze frame and retaining its original fixing rods. The
wide spacing of the lettering in 'Request' suggests that this
is an early example which may even be pre-WW2. Measures
18" x 16" (46cm x 40cm). A very good example with just a
couple of small chips. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 124 British Railways, Southern Region enamel TOTEM SIGN from Wandsworth Town, an ex-LSWR station between Clapham Junction and Putney. A fully-flanged example in generally very good condition with good colour and
shine. [1]

Estimate: £350 to £400

Lot: 126 London Underground Standard or 1938 Tube
Stock enamel CAB DESTINATION PLATE 'Bakerloo Line' on a
brown background. The line plate would have occupied the
lower position in the destination box. A single-sided plate
(blank reverse) with brass ends. In good, ex-use condition.
[1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 127 Selection (3) of 00-gauge MODELS comprising
Heljan 9003 Metropolitan motorised BoBo electric Loco 8
'Sherlock Holmes', Model Buses MBLT01 London Transport
LT 'Scooter' single-deck bus on route 227 and Forward Models EDE-11 Edinburgh City Transport Daimler GSF 999 on
route 11. Not inspected or tested by us but all appear to be
as new in original boxes, the LT
bus is still sealed. [3]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 129 Large quantity (approx 100) of London
Transport etc POCKET MAPS of Central Area & Country Area
buses and Green Line Coaches. Most are from the 1950s1970s and all bar a few of the early editions are in excellent
condition. Appear to be all different. [approx 100]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 131 Selection (10) of LCC Tramways POCKET MAPS
dated from 1922 to 1933, the last issued under LPTB auspices. All are different, condition ranges from used to very
good. [10]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 128 BOOKLET 'London Transport Maps & Guides - a
Collectors' Reference Guide' by Anne Letch, published in
2014. Long out of print and almost impossible to locate
these days, this is an authoritative reference work listing
London Underground, bus, tram, trolleybus & coach etc
maps. A very good copy in lightly-used condition, a few
creases to the cover. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 130 Large quantity (60+) of London Transport 1930s70s POCKET MAPS & LEAFLETS including Trams & Trolleybuses, Tube Extensions, Tram to Trolleybus, Buses for Trolleybuses, 'Hop on a Bus', Red Arrow, Coronations, Festival
of Britain, 'London', 'Welcome', Sightseeing etc. All bar a
few are in very good to excellent condition. Little duplication. [60+]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 132 Quantity (70+) of London Underground diagrammatic, card POCKET MAPS dated from 1960-2005.
Nearly all are in excellent to near-mint condition, no duplication noted. [70+]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 133 Selection (8) of London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES comprising routes 467 Fare Stage, 467
Mon-Sat after 19:00 hrs, 480, 480 Sunday (red lettering),
486, 488, 491 and 493 Wednesday & Sunday (part red lettering). Generally in good to very good, ex-use condition. [8]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 135 Selection of London transport items comprising
13 x London General/London Transport bus etc POCKET
MAPS etc from 1922-47 (used to good condition), 1924 foldout Underground MAP on thin paper (good condition), 1930
'Stingemore' Underground MAP (well used, worn) and Underground WORKING TIMETABLE APPENDICES dated 1928 &
1930 (good condition). [17]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 137 1924 Metropolitan Railway small POCKET CARD
MAP "How to get to and from the British Empire Exhibition". Illustrated with a new electric locomotive on the cover, this is the Met's version of an Underground pocket map
but highlighting its own lines! Opens out to 5.75" x
4.5" (15cm x 11cm). This is the orange cover version. In excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 134 London Transport bonnet FLEETNUMBER PLATE
from Country bus STL 981B, a Chiswick-bodied, frontentrance bus which entered service at Northfleet (NF) in
1935. The last bus to carry this number was withdrawn at
Windsor (WR) garage in 1949 and scrapped in 1950. The
Country Area once added a 'B' or 'C' suffix to fleetnumbers
to signify a bus or a coach. In
good, ex-vehicle condition with
some darkening of the original
varnish and the 'B' has faded. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 136 Selection (6) of 1930s/40s Ribble Motors Services TIMETABLE BOOKLETS comprising issues dated AprilJune 1933 (Regular Omnibus Services), June-Sep 1939
(Express & Limited Stop Services) and WW2 'National Emergency Timetables' dated June-Sep 1940, Sep 1940-Apr 1941
and Jul-Dec 1942 (all Express & Limited Stop Services) and
April 10 1943 (Stage Carriage Services). All are in good to very good
condition. [6]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 138 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers the Lewisham area incl
Forest Hill, Sydenham, Catford, Grove Park etc and includes
real photographs, commercial postcards and his own photos. Subjects include railway locos,
trains, stations & infrastructure,
road transport (incl trams),
streets, buildings & landscapes.
This album contains 47 doublepages and approx 180 pictures. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 139 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers part of the Croydon area
incl Norbury, Upper Norwood, Thornton Heath, South Norwood & Selhurst and includes real photographs, commercial
postcards and his own photos.
Subjects include railway locos,
trains, stations & infrastructure,
road transport (incl trams),
streets, buildings & landscapes.
This album contains 55 doublepages and approx 220 pictures. [1]
Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 141 Bundle of mainly London-related BOOKLETS &
MAGAZINES including c1910 'Round & About London by
Tram', 1942 'Transport goes to War', 1930s issues of
'Pennyfare' LT staff magazine and 1950s London Transport
Magazine, 1920s 'London's Country' guidebook, 1958 London Transport annual report, various booklets on London's
transport etc. In varying condition,
mostly good to very good. [29
items]

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot: 143 Pair of bus TICKET MACHINES comprising
Setright s/n 16086/102, ex-City of Oxford Motor Services,
with original box (Witney depôt) and spare ticket roll
(machine works but needs inking) and a Willebrew ticket
punch, s/n 11084, original operator unknown but comes
with unused ticket packs from East Yorkshire, complete with
strap and box and appears to be in
good, ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 140 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers the Frimley/Camberley
& Woking areas - Deepcut, Bisley, Brookwood, Worplesdon
& Byfleet (incl the Surrey Border & Camberley Rlwy) & includes real photos, commercial
postcards and his own photos.
Subjects include railway locos,
trains, stations & infrastructure,
road transport , streets, buildings
& landscapes. Album contains 35
double-pages and approx 140 pictures. [1]
Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 142 Selection (5) of London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES comprising routes 310, 310A, 447 via Batts
Hill, 459, 491 Fare Stage and 105/106 Maidstone & District
(green lettering). Mostly in good to very good condition, a
couple are a little weathered. [6]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 144 Selection (3) of 1920s Metropolitan Railway etc
MAPS comprising c 1923 Met Rlwy Map of London (the
Met's version of the Underground pocket map) with printcode G1608/100,000 (map side is very good, reverse has
tape on folds), c1924 Met Rlwy 'Map of Extension Lines into
Metro-Land' with Diagram of Lines in/near London on reverse (one tatty edge with short
tear, otherwise good) & 1924
British Empire Exhibition official
guide with plan & Underground
map by Kennedy North in MacDonald Gill style (lightly-used,
good condition). [3]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 145 1913/14 Metropolitan Railway POCKET MAP.
This is the standard Underground map of the time, overprinted in large red letters 'Metropolitan Railway shewn in
red' and with the East London Railway changed to that colour also. The reverse carries the Met's own information although, interestingly, the cover includes the then standard
UERL slogan 'What to see and how
to see it'. A most unusual issue.
Opens out to 13.5" x 11" (34cm x
28cm). In used condition, fragile
on some folds with some tape
repairs to the reverse. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot: 147 2 loose-leaf albums containing a large quantity
(c550) of loose-mounted LONDON TRAM PUNCH TICKETS
from c1880s-1940s, starting with cable and horse-tram examples. Ticket types exhibited in fare-value order. Operators include London Tram/Tramways Co, South London,
North Met, London Street Trams, LCC, Croydon, Erith,
Bexley, Dartford, West Ham, Leyton, Ilford, East Ham, Walthamstow, MET, LUT, SMET, & LPTB/LT.
Nearly all in good, ex-use condition. [c550]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 149 Early 20th century (c1905) WROUGHT IRON
SIGN 'Offices Only' believed by vendor to originate from the
Walthamstow Council Tramways depôt and offices in Walthamstow, later a London Transport trolleybus depôt and
bus garage. The office block survives today, converted to
flats. Measures 50" x 14" (127cm x 36cm) and is in good, exlong use condition with some surface corrosion. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot: 146 Loose-leaf album containing a large quantity
(400+) of loose-mounted LONDON BUS PUNCH TICKETS
from c1900-1940s incl horse-bus and early motor-bus types.
Each ticket-type is exhibited in fare-value order. Operators
include London Road Car, LGOC, Thos Tilling, National Steam
Car, East Surrey, Green Line Coaches Ltd, LPTB and a wide
variety of 'pirates' eg Birch Bros, A
T Bennett, Chocolate Express, City,
Claremont, Commonwealth, Dangerfield, Empress, Enterprise, New
Era, Perkins, Premier, Skylark, Star
& many more. Most are in good,
ex-use condition. [c425]
Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot: 148 Pair of LCC Tramways POCKET MAPS dated
March and June 1913 respectively. The former is in used
condition and rather crumpled in places, the latter is in very
good condition. [2]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot: 150 London Underground Standard or 1938 Tube
Stock enamel CAB DESTINATION PLATE 'Northern Line' on a
white background. The line plate would have occupied the
lower position in the destination box. A single-sided plate
(blank reverse) with brass ends. In good, ex-use condition.
[1]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 151 London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
Maidstone & District routes 200, 201 and 210 on a split basis. We think that this would have been located in Tonbridge where LT provided the bus stops and that the reason
the plate has black digits, rather than green, and no operator name is that only M&D routes served the stop in question. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 153 1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS
STAND FLAG. A rather uncommon version of the usual bus
stops, these were located at terminal and turning points
where buses laid over but where passengers could not
board. A double-sided, hollow, 'boat'-style flag measuring
18" x 16" (46cm x 41cm). In good, ex-use condition with
some staining and small chips. [1]

Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot: 155 Selection of London Underground HARDWARE
RELICS comprising 2 x DUPLEX CAB GAUGES, one marked 'M
D Ry' (Metropolitan District), the other 'LT' and an airpressure gauge marked 'L E Ry' (London Electric) plus 2 x
CAB HANDRAILS, probably ex-72 Tube Stock, one with integral whistle, and a BRASS WHISTLE, probably ex-38 Tube
Stock. All in good, ex-use condition. [6]

Estimate: £180 to £200

Lot: 152 London Underground enamel PLATFORM SIGN
from Totteridge station on the Northern Line. This ex-LNER
station is officially named Totteridge & Whetstone and became part of the Underground in 1940 from when this sign
is believed to date. It would originally have been the centre
bar of a full bullseye sign. Measures 58.5" x 10.5" (149cm x
27cm). Generally in good, ex-use
condition, just some edgecorrosion in places. [1[

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 154 The "District Railway MAP of London', 6th edition, circa 1903. The 3rd issue of this edition. An inset states
that the 'New Route to Upminster, Shoeburyness etc is now
open". Some of the first tube lines are now included, either
open, authorised or under construction. The proposed, but
later abandoned, City & Brixton tube railway is still shown
but now terminating south of the
River. Opens out to 42" x
26" (107cm x 65cm). The usual
wear to the covers but the map is
in very good order. [1]

Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot: 156 1939 Leyland Motors CALENDAR POSTER "The
Leyland - She's a Lady, with apologies to Rudyard Kipling".
From a painting by Walter Lambert (1897-1986) who produced one of these portraits annually for the firm from 1930
-late 1960s and which graced the calendars given out to
agents and customers etc. Has been professionally framed
behind glass and appears to be in
very good condition with two very
small holes at the top edge where
originally fixed to the calendar. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 157 London Underground Metropolitan Line AStock aluminium LUGGAGE RACK. Measures 16" x 12" (41cm
x 31cm) (the smaller-size rack) and is in very good, ex-use
condition. Comes with appropriate dockets from the LT Museum as well as a booklet commemorating the withdrawal
of the trains. These are £125 from the LT Museum. [1 + literature]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 159 Large quantity (80+) of 1920s onwards London
Transport etc POCKET MAPS & LEAFLETS including Central &
Country Buses, Trams & Trolleybuses, Green Line Coaches,
Underground, Coronations, special events etc. Includes 2
copies of 1926 Map & Timetable for West London Association service 526D. Some are heavily used but most are good
to very good. [84]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 161 Selection (8) of London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES comprising routes 2A Mon-Fri Rush Hours,
4A Mon-Fri, 6 Mon-Fri & Sun/6A Saturday (part red lettering), 13 See Below, 21, 21 Sunday (red lettering), 21A and
70A Saturday (red lettering). Generally in good to very good,
ex-use condition. [8]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 158 A wooden LOCKER BOX marked 'GWR' containing an ENGINE DRIVER'S CAP with 'WHR' badge (West or
Welsh Highland Railway?), an LMS cast-iron WAGON PLATE
522491 (damaged at one corner) and a large quantity (c100)
of 1930s-60s RAILWAY & BUS UNIFORM BUTTONS. Box
measures 15" x 11.5" x 8" (39cm x 29cm x 20cm) and is in
good, ex-use condition. [100+
items]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 160 Large quantity (80+) of 1970s onwards London
Transport, Wilts & Dorset etc PUBLICITY MATERIAL including
panel timetables, bus interior adverts etc. Much of the W&D
etc material is from the Salisbury area. Includes, paper, vinyl
and laminated material, some of the later LT adverts are
colour photocopies. All in good to very good condition.
[80+]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 162 Quantity (29) of Metropolitan Railway TIMETABLE etc LEAFLETS dated from 1913-27 covering holiday services, excursions etc plus one Met & G C Joint Committee
example dated 1936. Mostly in good to very good condition.
[29]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 163 Pair of 1920s Metropolitan Railway TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS, dated 2nd Nov, 1925 and 20th Sept 1926 respectively. Both contain the fold-out Met Rlwy map with
'Extensions to Metro-Land' on one side and 'Diagram of
Lines in and near London' on the other. The booklets and
maps are generally in very good condition. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 165 Pair of TICKET PUNCH MACHINES, the first is by
The Ticket Punch & Register Co Ltd, serial no 6917 (punches
& registers, slight damage to front of casing), and the second is a Barker's Ticket Punch, serial no B10483, thought by
vendor to be ex-Portsmouth Corporation (punches, rings
and registers). [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 167 1959 (March) London Underground Metropolitan Line thin-card CARRIAGE MAP (LINE DIAGRAM). These
diagrams were located in the compartments of T-stock and
steam-hauled carriages. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 164 Selection (8) of 1960s-80s London Underground
& Buses HATS with ENAMEL BADGES incl 3 x Station Foreman, Station/Travelling Inspector, 2 x Station Master & 2 x
bus driver's/conductor's. Various sizes, condition mostly
good, ex-use, one badge has enamel damage. [8]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 166 A Barker's 'C' TICKET PUNCH MACHINE with
serial numbers C 8300 and 8517 believed to be ex-Blackpool
Corporation Tramways and then re-used by Morecambe &
Heysham Transport Dept who removed the Blackpool titling. Most unusually, the machine comes with backingplate & strap (with attached ticket-canceller). Also includes
an unused M&H ticket-pack. Machine punches and rings. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 168 A mixed lot of London Transport items incl 300+
b&w LONDON BUS PHOTOGRAPHS, 1920s onwards,
(postcard-size & 6x4), rear REGISTRATION PLATE from RT
4765, 'dolly' stop STICKERS, Underground STATION NAME
LABELS, AEC & BTH BROCHURES, Underground TRACK DIAGRAMS, 1960s bus garage NOTICE re starting engines, London bus PRINTS by Jonathan Clay.
Plus 3 small SILVER-PLATE NOVELTY BOWLS, made by Carrington/
Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Company, engraved 'Les Gobelins', a
station on the Paris Metro, but
origin/purpose unknown. [quantity]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 169 London Transport Routemaster bonnet
FLEETNUMBER PLATE from RM 389. The original RM 389
entered service at Shepherds Bush (S) garage in 1960, replacing Hammersmith depôt trolleybuses, and the last bus
with this number finished service at Croydon (TC) garage in
1985 and was scrapped that year. Comes with the backing
plate and is in very good, exvehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 171 London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 402 annotated Special Journeys, Riverhead, Orpington. This was probably one of a pair located at Sevenoaks
bus station. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 173 London Underground enamel STOCK-NUMBER
PLATE from 1938-Tube Stock Driving Motor Car 11120.
These plates were located inside, at the end of each car
above the inter-communicating door. In excellent, ex-use
condition with just minor blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot: 170 London Underground Q-Stock enamel DESTINATION PLATE for Dagenham/Upminster on the District Line.
Double-sided, reversable, with steel ends. A little longer
than the standard cab plates, this was probably fitted in
slots on the outside of the car. In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot: 172 Selection (21) of mainly 1930s-40s London
Transport AREA & LOCAL TIMETABLE BOOKLETS incl several
WW2 issues. The 1936 Red Road Guide has damaged covers,
otherwise all are in good to very good, used condition. [21]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 174 BOOKLET 'London Transport Maps - a concise
catalogue' by Burwood & Brady, the definitive, authoritative guide to all maps published by LT and predecessors,
going back to the earliest Underground maps. The 2nd edition (1983) of this long out-of-print and most sought-after
publication. Our principal source of reference on this subject. 84pp inside soft covers. An
excellent, unmarked example,
almost like new. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 175 Pair of 'Stingemore' London Underground linen
-card POCKET MAPS, the first c1930, showing the Piccadilly
Line extensions under construction and the second, c1931,
showing the Sudbury Town extension open. Both are in
used condition with light wear, creases and small stains. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 177 Pair of Midland Railway CARTAGE BOUNDARIES
MAPS, the first from 1897 and covering Mill, Totteridge,
Edgware, Whetstone, Finchley & Hendon, and the second,
estimated c1914 and covering Hendon, Finchley &
Highgate . Both are linen-backed, inside hard covers with
gold-leaf titling, the first opens out to 38" x 28.5" (97cm x
72cm) and the second to 27" x
20" (68cm x 51cm). In very good,
lightly-used condition. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 179 Pair of double-sided BUS STOP FLAGS, the first
an enamel Bradford Corporation flag dated 1963 and produced to replace the trolleybus stop flags upon withdrawal
of electric traction (12" or 31cm square and in very good, ex
-use condition) and the second a painted aluminium Yorkshire Woollen District Transport Co 'Fare Stage' sign (12" x
16" or 30cm x 41cm and in good,
ex-use condition).

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 176 Pair of Metropolitan & Great Central Joint Committee CARTAGE BOUNDARIES MAPS, the first from 1912
and covering Harrow & Pinner, including Northwood,
Stanmore, Ruislip, Hatch End & Roxeth, and the second a
1924 re-print of the 1864 survey, revised 1911/12, a similar
but somewhat smaller area than the first, centred on Northwood. Both are linen-backed, inside hard covers with gold-leaf
titling, the first opens out to
39" (99cm) square and the second
to 27" (68cm) square. In very
good, lightly-used condition. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 178 Pair of double-sided enamel BUS STOP FLAGS,
the first from Hebble Motor Services (13.5" x 10" or 34cm x
25cm, good, ex-use condition with a few chips) and the second from North Western Road Car Company (12" or 30cm
square, good, ex-use condition with small areas touched in).
[2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 180 Pair of single-sided enamel BUS STOP FLAGS,
the first from Bournemouth Corporation 'Bus Stop, Queue
this side' (17" x 11" or 43cm x 28cm, in well-used condition)
and the other from Derby Corporation Omnibus Dept 'D O C
D Bus Stop, Fare Stage' (14" x 12" or 36cm x 30cm, in good
ex-use condition). [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 181 c1980s London Underground enamel FRIEZE
PANEL from the Northern Line platforms at Waterloo station. Measures 61" x 10" (155cm x 25cm). In very good, exuse condition, minor blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 183 Selection (9) of Metropolitan Railway BOOKLETS & LEAFLETS comprising two x 'Record of Events since
the Opening of the Line, 1863', the 1878 and 1927 issues
respectively, the first is well-used, the second is very good, a
c1924 52pp large, illustrated booklet 'Metropolitan Railway
Electrification' published by Metro-Vickers (vgc), a small,
c1924 Met Rlwy issue on the same
subject (used), 1925 card leaflet
'Watford's new Railway' (good), 3
x 1920s Metro-Land leaflets (vgc)
and 1933 Met & GC JC leaflet 'New
Station - Northwood Hills' (vgc).
[9]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 185 Southdown Motor Services driver's/conductor's
UNIFORM JACKET & HAT. Jacket has chrome buttons, embroidered 'SMS' on lapels and leather cuffs and pocket reinforcers. No size label but a good medium and in very good,
used condition. HAT has scrolled chrome BADGE, hat size 7
1/8 and in excellent condition. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot: 182 1928 edition of "METRO-LAND" BOOKLET issued by the Metropolitan Railway. Complete with fold-out
Metropolitan Railway/Underground map (print-codes MET
16/68M and G3583/100M). Spine re-inforced but otherwise
a very good example, the map is excellent apart from 2
short tears (reinforced) at the fold-out point. [1]

Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot: 184 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 723 destinated Rainham, Grays, Tilbury. This would have been located in east London. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £240 to £280

Lot: 186 Selection (3) of bus driver/conductor HATS
comprising 2 x London Transport Central (red) Buses, both
complete with enamel BADGES, one summer issue with a
white top (medium-size, very good, lightly-used condition)
and the other a standard cap (size 7, excellent condition,
possibly unused) plus a well-used cap with yellow piping,
medium size, from an unknown
operator, possibly Southern Vectis. [3 + 2 badges]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 187 Bell Punch TICKET-MACHINE serial no 77276
(punches and rings) with London Transport back-plate &
strap plus a London Transport CASH-BAG & T-KEY in wellused condition and a 14-position, wooden TICKET-RACK
(well-used condition) with a mixture of used and unused
London Transport punch tickets. [3 items]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 189 British Railways, Southern Region enamel TOTEM SIGN from Dorchester West, an ex-GWR station on the
Wilts, Somerset & Weymouth line. A fully-flanged example
in generally very good condition with good colour and shine
on the face, a couple of small areas of well-executed restoration, some enamel losses on the flanges. Not often seen at
auction. [1]

Estimate: £450 to £500

Lot: 191 1979 British Railways Southern Region CARRIAGE DIAGRAM of suburban services with inset 'InterTerminal Links by London Underground'. Printed onto aluminium and curved to fit the carriage profile. Measures
42" (106cm) x 8" (20cm) and in very good, ex-use condition.
Plus a thin-card CARRIAGE MAP 'Southern Region' and 3 x
1960s-on Southern Region foldout MAPS ex-timetables, all in fair
to good condition. [5]

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot: 188 London Transport bonnet FLEETNUMBER PLATE
from AEC Regent 'lowbridge' bus RLH 55, one of just 76 in
this specialised fleet. The bus entered service at Harrow
Weald (HD) garage at the end of 1952, subsequently seeing
a spell at Hornchurch (RD) before finishing service at
Dalston (D) in 1970. It was scrapped in 1972. In good, exvehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 190 London Underground 1950s/60s enamel PLATFORM FRIEZE PLATE from the Northern Line with the line
name on the bar of a traditional London Transport bullseye.
Measures 19" x 9" (48cm x 23cm). An excellent example in
very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 192 Box of sundry transport items comprising an
Albion Motors LETTER-OPENER, 'Conductor 50' CAP BADGE,
LT 'Look Out' ARMBAND PLATE with strap, 1926 LMS General Strike BRONZE MEDAL with original box, 1937 LT BOOKLET 'Conditions of Issue of Passenger Tickets', 1937 LT local
TIMETABLE BOOKLET for Uxbridge & Ruislip plus 2 x Ian Allan ABC BOOKLETS for Ribble
(1952) and Commercial Vehicles
(1953), both unmarked. All items
in good to very good condition. [8]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 193 Pair of London Transport bus stop enamel EPLATES for route 499 destinated via Trevithick Drive and via
Henderson Drive respectively. The 499 linked various housing estates with Dartford town centre and the hospitals.
These plates would have been located on different stops in
Dartford to signify the alternative routings and each is probably one of a unique pair. In good,
ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 195 1950s/60s London Underground enamel PLATFORM FRIEZE PANEL from Kentish Town station on the
Northern Line. Measures 48" x 9" (122cm x 23cm). Generally
in good condition, small areas of enamel loss at some screwholes. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot: 197 1940s/50s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
FLAG, the 'compulsory' version. Double-sided with two
enamel plates inside a bronze frame and retaining its original fixing rods. Measures 18" x 16" (46cm x 40cm). A couple
of small chips but overall a very good example. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 194 London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Barking/Bow Road on the Hammersmith & City Line. Double-sided, reversable, with brass ends.
In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 196 Early London Tramway publications comprising
1907 Borough of Wimbledon REPORT on Tramways in the
Borough (fold-out plans & photographs, good condition), 2 x
1911 LCC Official Tramways GUIDE, Coronation Issue (tatty
& loose covers, contents good), February 1914 166pp TIMETABLE BOOKLET 'WORKMEN'S TRAINS & TRAMS' (damaged
cover, contents good) and 1931
LCC Tramways 'Guide to Kingsway
Subway', original issue (worn cover, contents very good). [5]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 198 London Underground enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL from Bank Station on the Central and Northern
Lines. This is the smaller-size sign, from the track-side,
measuring 24" (61cm) across by 19.5" (50cm) high, c1980s,
in three parts plus alloy frame. In excellent, ex-use condition. In assembled form. [1 unit as assembled]

Estimate: £600 to £800

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 199 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 712 destinated Harpenden, Luton. Likely to have been located in north London. A couple of small
chips, otherwise in very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 201 1934 London & North Eastern Railway (LNER)
quad-royal POSTER 'Explore Yorkshire by LNER - it's quicker
by rail'. An aerial view from the Humber to the Tees depicted by Montague Birrell Black (1884-1964). Minor edge-scuffs
and fold-wear but generally in very good condition. Previously folded. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 203 1934 (1938 edition) London Transport quadroyal POSTER MAP 'Green Line Coach & Country Bus
Routes'. A wonderful map showing the pre-war country bus
and coach network in its heyday and featuring the first LT
bullseye logo. These maps would have been posted at outer
Underground stations, Country Area bus stations and in bus
shelters but few have survived. A
loss in the top l/h quadrant, creasing, short inward tears, edgescuffs and nicks but still presents
well overall. Previously folded. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 200 1962 London Transport experimental GIBSON
TICKET MACHINE ‘Prototype 1’, one of two such machines
hand-built by LT to test whether a Gibson could issue a
greater number of fare values and store data on magnetic
tape. The machine can issue tickets in 1d increments up to
3/11d. Used in service trials at Brixton garage in 1962 alongside other experimental and conventional machines. From the estate of the last Superintendent of
LT's Ticket Works. In working order though needs re-inking and
the controls are stiff. [1]

Estimate: £3000 to £4000

Lot: 202 1952 Chatham Royal Navy Dockyard POSTER
'Navy Days, Easter 1952' with a striking illustration by J A
Grundy of a galleon silhouetted against a setting/rising sun.
Measures 22.5" x 34.5" (57cm x 88cm), has previously been
folded, minor reinforcement at folds on reverse. A most
unusual item. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot: 204 1930 London & North-Eastern Railway (LNER)
double-royal POSTER 'Sunday Train Service' for Aberdeen to
Inverness and Aberdeen to Ballater (Braemar), the latter the
ex-Deeside Railway closing in 1966/67 and the former still
showing many now-closed intermediate stations. Some light
creasing in places and a few edge-scuffs but generally in
very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 205 1920 London Underground Group double-crown
POSTER 'Windsor by Motor-Bus' by Edward McKnight
Kauffer (1890-1954) who designed posters for the Underground/London Transport from 1915-1939. Mounted on
linen, some light creases and small wrinkles but generally
very good. (Double-crown is 20" x 30" or 51cm x 76cm.) [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 207 1929 London General Omnibus Co Ltd POSTER
showing 'roads served by Motor-Buses' and featuring the
Underground Group 'bullseye' logo. These would have been
displayed at Underground stations and in bus shelters.
Measures 34" x 25.5" (86cm x 65cm) and in very reasonable
condition with a few fold-corner partings. Folded. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 209 1939 Southern Railway quad-royal POSTER 'The
Garden Isle - The Isle of Wight for Sunshine, Scenery &
Sport' by George Ayling (1887-1960). Shows a pictorial map
of the Island with the railway network, ferry services etc. A
couple of short inward tears at the l/h side, minor edgescuffs, some creasing but generally a very good example of
this rarely-seen poster. Previously
folded. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 206 1947 quad-royal POSTER MAP 'London & Suburbs, Main Line Railways and connecting Underground Railways of the London Passenger Transport Board'. Probably
the last, pre-nationalisation example of this map, published
jointly by the main-line railways, later examples were issued
by the British Transport Commission. A very detailed, interesting map with many now-closed
lines and stations. A few edgescuffs and small fold-corner
partings but generally a very good
copy. Previously folded. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 208 Selection (6) of 1950s/60s COACH POSTERS
comprising double-crown examples: 2 x Maidstone & District ("Excursion by Coach" and "Express Services - London
to Sittingbourne & Sheerness") and Dartford Tunnel Coachways "Through Coach Services via Dartford Tunnel". Plus 3 x
double-royal issues by CIE, Ireland. Posters are generally
good, some creases, scuffs etc. [6]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 210 1931 Great Northern Railway (Ireland) quadcrown POSTER 'Warrenpoint and the Mountains of Mourne'
by Margaret Horder (1903-1978). Depicts the County Down
village on the shore of Carlingford Lough with the mountains as a backdrop and a giant in the foreground who may
be the mythical Irish warrior Fionn Mac Cumhaill of Giant's
Causeway legend. Some edge
nicks & scuffs, a few creases but
generally in very good condition.
40" x 30" (101cm x 76cm). Previously folded. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £350

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 211 Pair of quad royal 1930s POSTER MAPS comprising 1934 London Transport 'All Routes - Road & Rail'
including buses, trams, Underground and main-line railways, probably the first showing the whole LPTB operating
area, and 1935 'London & Suburbs, Main Line Railways and
connecting Underground Railways of the London Passenger
Transport Board', probably published jointly by the main-line railways and LPTB. In poor to fair condition with losses, splits, repairs &
creases. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 213 WW2 Railway Executive Committee doubleroyal POSTER 'Christmas Travel by Rail - British railways are
running a limited number of additional trains'. Designed by
Charles Shepard aka Shep (1892-19xx) for the REC which
controlled Britain's railways during the War. Refers to the
blackout and encourages daylight travel. Some light folds
and a few edge-scuffs but overall
in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 215 1937 Southern Railway (in association with
France-Nord and Wagons-Lit) double royal POSTER 'While
you sleep, London to Paris by Train-Ferry'. Illustrated by
George Massiot Brown who also designed the Sandeman
Don, it depicts a train service linking Britain to the Continent
by a seemingly seamless service through a ferry. A very
strong art-deco image. Edge creases and some wear at the folds but
generally very good. Previously
folded. An exceptionally scarce
poster. [1]

Estimate: £600 to £800

Lot: 212 1947 Southern Railway quad-royal POSTER
'Jersey - The Sunny Channel Island' by Adrian Allinson (18901959). Pictures in vivid colours the view down to Gorey, the
harbour and the castle of Mont Orgueil. Minor edge-scuffs
and nicks, some creasing but overall a very good example of
this rarely-seen poster. Previously folded. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 214 1930s London & North Eastern Railway (LNER)
quad-royal POSTER 'North East Dales' by Edwin Byatt (18881948). Depicts possibly Wensleydale (Bolton Abbey?) or
Wharfedale. A couple of short inward tears, small losses at
the bottom edge (not affecting the text or image) and some
creasing but overall a very reasonable example of this rarely
-seen poster. Previously folded.
[1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 216 1918 WW1 London Underground LITHOGRAPHIC PRINT by Archibald Standish Hartrick (1864-1950) from a
series commissioned by LUER Ltd entitled "War Work - playing the game". This one depicts a woman ticket-collector at
an Underground station, the lower background shows a
soldier standing outside the entrance to the eating area of a
trench. Minor signs of ageing but
generally in very good condition.
Comes with a removable, glazed
frame and measures 16" x
20" (41cm x 51cm) incl frame. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 217 1947 Southern Railway quad-royal POSTER 'The
new TS Falaise - Southampton, St Malo & Channel Island
Services' from an oil painting by Norman Wilkinson (18781971). The 'Falaise' re-opened the passenger service from
Southampton to St Malo after the Second World War. It
carried 1527 passengers and 31 cars. Depicts the ship at sea
with a background of the Channel
Islands. Two short inward tears on
the l/h side and minor edge scuffs
in places but otherwise in very
good condition. Previously folded.
A rarely-seen poster. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 219 1937 Great Western Railway (GWR) quad-royal
POSTER 'Cornwall' by Leonard Richmond (1889-1965). A
colourful Cornish harbour scene. Edge-losses at the top r/h,
a couple of short inward tears, minor edge-scuffs and creasing but overall a very good example of this rarely-seen poster. Previously folded. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 221 1946 London Underground double-royal POSTER MAP by H C Beck 'Underground Routes to and from the
main-line stations'. An early post-war issue of a poster first
issued during WW2 mainly for military personnel. Shows
the subsequently-abandoned Northern Line extensions.
Below the Beck map is an index showing travel details between main-line stations. Some
foxing spots towards the top and
bottom, scuffs, creases and short
tears at the bottom edge, small
label at the top r/h corner but still
presents well. A most unusual
issue. Previously folded. [1]
Estimate: £500 to £600

Lot: 218 Selection (4) of LONDON POSTERS comprising
1950s double-crown Leyland Motors "Leyland serves London" depicting RTW & RTL buses in Fleet Street (minor surface damage in places) plus 3 x London Transport doubleroyal pictorial examples: 1982 "Fly to Heathrow", 1986
"Original Sightseeing Tour" and 1969 "140 Years of London's
Transport - Museum of British
Transport, Clapham". Minor wear
and edge-scuffs etc in places but
generally good. [4]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 220 c1959/60 British Railways (Scottish Region)
quad-royal POSTER 'Tay Bridge - See Scotland by train' by
Terence Cuneo (1907-1996). A vivid and detailed image of a
Class 40 diesel-hauled train crossing the bridge with the
front of a steam loco emerging in the other direction and
with Dundee in the background. Cuneo's hallmark little
mouse features towards the l/h
bottom corner. A superb example,
the best we have seen. Mounted
on acid-free backing, just a few
light wrinkles in places but generally excellent. [1]

Estimate: £450 to £550

Lot: 222 1946 Southern Railway (with the Great Western
Railway) quad-royal POSTER 'Thames Valley' by Walter E
Strawberry (1889-1969). A superb, colourful illustration of
the upper reaches of the Thames. Has suffered losses at the
top r/h and l/h corners, the main image being largely unaffected and the remainder of the poster is in very good
condition. Previously folded. A
rarely-seen poster. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 223 Selection (8) of London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES comprising routes 300, 401 (early-style
plate), 401A, 421, 421A Mon-Fri, 423B, 431C/431D and 467A
Sunday (red lettering). Generally in good to very good, exuse condition. [8]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 225 Pair of RAILWAY PASSES comprising an 1851
folding-card monthly pass issued by the Eastern Counties
Railway and a British Railways Board first-class pass expiring
30 June 1980, issued to Mr R G Tarry, a small leather wallet
with gold-leaf titling and opening out to show the BR motif
of a lion on a crown holding a wheel. Both are in good, used
condition. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 227 A likely complete run of the RIBBLE MOTOR
SERVICES STAFF BULLETIN from March 1947 to December
1972, the first and last issues respectively. The first 10 volumes (1947-66) are officially bound into hard covers, the
remainder are loose issues. All are in very good condition.

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 224 Selection (3) of 100 Years of the Piccadilly Line,
radio-controlled WRISTWATCHES. As new, unused, in original boxes with instructions, batteries have expired. Plus
another unused wristwatch with LT roundel, also battery
expired. [4]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 226 Quantity (29) of railway TIMETABLE etc LEAFLETS & BOOKLETS from 1915-1953 including examples from
L&NW & Underground, L&SWR, GNR, Metropolitan & Great
Central, Midland, LNER, LMS, GWR and BR, the last including 1953 Coronation issues. Generally in good to very good
condition. [29]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 228 Selection (3) of Glasgow Corporation Tramways
SIGNS comprising a cast-iron 'Private Tramway Track' from a
reserved section of line (23.5" x 15.5" or 60cm x 40cm +
bracket at top, in ex-use condition with a little damage at
top l/h corner), a double-sided, circular enamel sign 'All cars
stop here' (22" or 56cm in diameter, good, ex-use condition)
and a cast-alloy, double-sided circular sign ' Drive cautiously GCT' (17" or 43cm in diameter,
well-used with paint losses). [3]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 229 Set of London Underground enamel STOCKNUMBER PLATES from a complete 4-car unit of 1962-Tube
Stock comprising Driving Motor Cars 1642 & 1643, Trailer
2642 and Non-Driving Motor Car 9643. These plates were
located inside the end of each car above the intercommunicating door. In very good, ex-use condition. [4]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 231 Bundle of 1930s onwards Birch Bros Ltd items
including an enamel & chrome CAP BADGE and paper
ephemera such as timetable & other leaflets, large photographs, press cuttings, company history etc. Mostly in good
to very good condition. [21 items]

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot: 233 London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 3 destinated Old Cavendish Street. We assume this
was in respect of short-workings turning at Oxford Circus
and the plate is probably one of what was a unique pair. In
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 230 1950s/60s London Transport enamel COACH
STOP FLAG ('Request'), an E3 version with runners for 3 eplates on both sides and 3 Green Line e-plates included. A
traditional bullseye 'boat' flag, (two-sided, hollow) measuring 18" x 20.5" (46cm x 52cm). An excellent example with
just some small blemishes which have been touched in. A
most uncommon variant. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 232 Large quantity (c120) of BUS & COACH MANUFACTURER'S BROCHURES & PAMPHLETS dating from the
1960s to fairly recently but the majority appear to be 1980searly 2000s. Manufacturers include Daimler, Leyland,
Optare, Plaxton, Neoplan, Bedford, MCV, Scania, MercedesBenz, Bova, Volvo and more. All in very good condition.
[c120]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot: 234 1960s/70s City of Westminster enamel STREET
SIGN from Waterloo Place, SW1 which crosses Pall Mall in St
James's, between Trafalgar Square and St James's Square. A
fully flanged sign measuring 30" x 17" (76cm x 43cm). In
very good, ex-use condition with just a few small blemishes.
[1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 235 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers Epsom and includes real
photos, commercial postcards and his own photos. Subjects
include railway locos, trains, stations & infrastructure, road
transport , streets, buildings &
landscapes. Album contains 36
double-pages and approx 140 pictures. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 237 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers Deptford, South Bermondsey, New Cross, St John's. Lewisham Rd and Brockley
and includes real photographs, commercial postcards and
his own photos. Subjects include
railway locos, trains, stations &
infrastructure, road transport (incl
trams), streets, buildings & landscapes. This album contains 38
double-pages and approx 150 pictures. [1]
Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 239 Pair of GPO ENAMEL SIGNS 'Telephone', the
first, single-sided, from a 1920s K1 telephone box and measuring 24" x 8" (61cm x 20cm) and the second, double-sided,
1930s and measuring 22" x 9" (56cm x 23cm). The former
has some damage to the enamel in places, the latter is in
very good condition with just a trace of some graffiti on one
side. [2]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 236 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers the Caterham, Warlingham, Oxted & Godstone areas incl Whyteleafe,
Woldingham, Nutfield, Limpsfield etc and includes real photos, commercial postcards and his
own photos. Subjects include railway locos, trains, stations & infrastructure, road transport , streets,
buildings & landscapes. Album
contains 60 double-pages and approx 240 pictures. [1]
Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 238 A crate full of 1930s onwards, mostly later, London Transport (mainly Underground) PAPERWARE including
traffic circulars, working timetables, annual reports, internal
documents, drawings and plans (incl Fleet Line stations),
forms etc. Well worth sorting. [Large quantity]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 240 One pair and one single of London Underground
enamel 'HALF-MOONS' from platform bullseye or roundel
signs. The single piece is 1930s/40s vintage with the black
lining out and measures 38.5" (98cm) across and
14.5" (37cm) down, maximum. This can be matched to a
standard 59" (150cm) bar. The pair are more recent, measure 25" (63cm) across and
9.5" (24cm) down, maximum, and
could be matched to a bar of
30" (76cm) or so. All are in good,
ex-use condition with some small
blemishes. [3]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 241 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 716 destinated Hitchin via Stevenage.
Recorded in seven locations between Barnes and Tally Ho!
Corner. An early e-plate in good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 243 Selection (5) of London Underground car LINE
DIAGRAMS comprising paper issues for the District & Circle
Lines dated March 1971, Piccadilly Line dated Nov 1973,
Bakerloo Line dated Jan 1974, Central Line dated May 1974
plus a vinyl issue for the Victoria Line dated March 1985. All
are unused, two of the paper issues show some agedarkening, the vinyl issue has
been folded. [5]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 245 London Transport trolleybus DESTINATION
BLIND from Hammersmith depôt for the side box dated Mar
9 1950. Includes displays for route 612 which was replaced
by bus 44 in October that year. A Charlton-produced blind,
complete and in good to very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 242 London Transport enamel BUS & COACH STOP
FLAG, the 'request' version. This is one of a limited number
produced in the 1980s in 'roundel' style at a time when LT
wished to replace the London Country flags in its area with
its own. A double-sided, hollow, 'boat'-style flag measuring
18" x 16" (46cm x 41cm). A little damage at the top of the
leading edge but otherwise in excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 244 1921 and 1925 editions of "METRO-LAND"
BOOKLET published by the Metropolitan Railway. The first
has some wear, loose cover, no fold-out map and the second also has some wear, spine reinforced, but is complete
with the original fold-out map of 'Extension Lines into Metro-Land' on one side and the central section of the Metropolitan Railway, rest of the Underground and other railways on the
reverse. The map is in very good
condition. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 246 1924/5 London Underground POCKET MAP of
the Electric Railways of London "What to see and how to
travel". Winter 1924/25 (November 1924) edition. In very
good condition, just a trace of adhesive on the rear cover at
the spine. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 247 Pair of London Underground enamel WARNING
SIGNS as located at the ends of platforms. The first is
flanged, c1980s, and measures 33" x 21" (84cm x 53cm) and
the second is more recent and measures 22.5" x 38" (57cm x
97cm). Some minor blemishes, eg surface scratches and
small chips but generally in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 249 1866 MAP 'A new Map of Metropolitan Railways & Miscellaneous Improvements sanctioned in 1866,
post-sessional edition'. Prepared after Parliamentary Session. Shows lines in operation, those sanctioned prior to
1866 and those sanctioned in 1866. Linen-backed, no covers, opens out to 30" x 35" (76cm x 89cm). Minor wear but
generally in very good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot: 251 Selection (12) of 1940s-60s BUS TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS comprising 3 x Aldershot & District: 1954/55,
1961 & 1962, Bournemouth Corporation: April 1947, 5 x East
Kent Road Car: 1949, 1951, 1953, 1954 & 1956/7, Southdown Motor Services (Portsmouth Area): 1944, Venture Ltd,
Basingstoke: 1941 and United Counties Omnibus Co, Eastern
Area: 1958. All are in good to very
good condition. [12]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 248 Very large quantity (approx 1,000) of 35mm
COLOUR SLIDES of buses, mainly London, a handful of other
operators noted. Dates noted range from the 1960s (very
few) to the 1990s but most seem to be 1980s vintage. A
wide variety of bus types but Routemasters predominate.
Mostly 'in-service' shots. Quality is variable but seemingly
mostly good. [approx 1,000]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot: 250 1901 MAP of 'London Underground (Electric)
Railways showing lines open for traffic, lines constructing
and lines proposed for [Parliamentary] session 1901'. All
lines are named. Produced by Robert J Cook & Hammond,
Lithographers, of Westminster. Linen-backed, folds into
hard covers and opens out to 47" x 35" (120cm x 89cm). A
fascinating document from the
heyday of proposals for new tube
lines. Worn covers, map is in very
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot: 252 ENAMEL SIGN 'Buses Only' with the London Bus
Preservation Group's logo and name. Manufactured for Cobham Bus Museum, c1980s, in London General 'tombstone
'style and using the Underground font. Cobham Bus Museum became today's London Bus Museum in 2011. Sign
measures 21" x 31" (53cm x 79cm) and is in very good, exuse condition with just minor
blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 253 London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 244 destinated Muswell Hill, Golders Green. This
could well have been located at Southgate Station. In excellent, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 255 Selection of 1930s London United Tramways &
London Transport Trolleybus/Tram to Trolleybus LEAFLETS
incl the first conversion in May 1931 ( 2 copies), the 2nd in
July 1931 and 1935 LT examples for Sutton-Crystal Palace,
Woolwich etc and Hammersmith & Shepherds Bush. Plus a
1931 (presumably) LUT leaflet re the introduction of the
Feltham trams and a small selection of early commercial postcards
featuring London buses and trams.
All bar one leaflet in good to very
good condition, some postcards
are postally-used. [13 items]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Lot: 257 June 1941 wartime Great Western Railway
(GWR) double-royal TIMETABLE POSTER, issued jointly with
London Transport, for train service from Ealing Broadway
(GWR) to Liverpool Street (Central Line). Has the full prewar LT logo at the top and is printed in two colours, despite
wartime austerity. In very good condition, folded. An amazing survivor. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 254 Quantity (29) of 1930s London Transport etc
LEAFLETS & POCKET MAPS including 1931 (27.4.31) Green
Line Coaches Ltd Coach Service Guide featuring Poland St
coach station, Bus, Tram, Trolleybus & Tram, Underground
and Green Line pocket maps and various leaflets. Generally
in good to very good condition. [29]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 256 1947 Kent & East Sussex Railway TIMETABLE
POSTER. Dated October 6th, 1947, this was almost certainly
the last issue as a private company before nationalisation in
January 1948. Includes connections with Southern Railway
services at Robertsbridge and Headcorn to London and the
south coast. Measures 11" x 17" (28cm x 43cm). Some
stains, mainly at the r/h edge, and
a small label attached at the top r/
h corner. Folded. An amazing survivor. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 258 1947 West London Railway double-royal TIMETABLE POSTER for the Kensington (Olympia) to Earls Court
'special passenger services' for the period 27 October - 1
November, presumably when an Olympia exhibition was
taking place and a District Line shuttle operated. One of the
last to be issued by the GWR/LMS joint railway prior to nationalisation in January 1948. In
very good condition, folded. An
amazing survivor. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 259 Selection of mainly Victorian GUIDEBOOKS etc
comprising 1851 Limbird's Handbook Guide to London
(includes the Great Exhibition), 1880 Dickens's Dictionary of
the Thames, 1889 Dickens's Dictionary of London, c1900 'LL
Series' 24 detachable postcards of London (complete) and
1929 Bartholomew's Pocket Atlas and Guide to London. All
in good to very good condition. [5]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 261 Framed & glazed PRINT of "Westminster '66 London's Red Buses" by David Shepherd OBE, FRSA (19312017) signed and dedicated by the artist. Dedication reads:
'To Peter Hendy, thanks for all your support and your help
with RM 811 for the David Shepherd Conservation Foundation - July 1994. [signed] David Shepherd'. Measures 26" x
20" (66cm x 51cm) overall and in
very good condition, some small
scuffs to the frame. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot: 263 Selection (8) of Schleger and Beck London Underground diagrammatic, card POCKET MAPS comprising No
1 1939 (lightly-used), No 2 1939 (small annotations of mainline connections on map), No 3 1939 (very good condition),
No 3 1939 (lightly-used, small stains on cover), No 1 1940
(very good condition), No 2 1940 (lightly-used, small annotations on map), No 2 1941 (very
good condition) and No 1 1945,
245 (very good condition). [8]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 260 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 706 destinated Victoria, Watford,
Aylesbury. These were recorded from Chelsham Garage to
Streatham. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £350

Lot: 262 Selection (16) of Beck London Underground
diagrammatic, card POCKET MAPS dated from 1946 to 1959,
one duplicate noted. In very good to excellent, near-mint
condition. Plus two copies of the No 1, 1947 paper, fold-out
POCKET MAP, one lightly-used, the other very good. [18]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 264 Selection (8) of 1930s London Underground
POCKET MAPS comprising Beck diagrams No 2 1934 (lightlyused), No 2 1935 (lightly-used), No 1 1937 (heavily-used), No
1 1938 (well-used) and Schleger diagram No 2 1938 (lightlyused) plus paper, fold-out issues No 1 1937 and two x No 2
1938, in lightly to heavily used condition. [8]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 265 Large quantity (c120) of 1950s/60s BUS TIMETABLE etc LEAFLETS from a very wide range of UK operators
including Midland Red, Maidstone & District, East Yorkshire
MS, Ribble MS, PMT. Mansfield District Traction, Golden
Miller, Liverpool Corpn, Sheffield TD, East Midland, Leeds,
Birkenhead, St Helens, Newcastle, Eastern Counties, Grimsby Cleethorpes, Western Welsh,
Trent, Thames Valley and many,
many more. Conditions varies
from well-used to very good, most
are good. [c120]

Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot: 267 London Underground Q/CO/CP-Stock DESTINATION PLATE for Inner Circle/Sth Ken [South Kensington] on
the District/Circle Lines. Double-sided, reversable, with
brass ends. In good, ex-use condition with minor restoration
in places. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 269 Selection of London Underground MAPS comprising c1907 'London Underground Electric Railways' issued
by the Great Central Railway (17" x 12" - 43cm x 31cm, very
tatty, fragile), 1930 'Stingemore' pocket, linen-card map
overprinted 'with the compliments of United States Lines,
American Merchant Lines' (lightly-used, a little stained on
cover) and card, diagrammatic
pocket maps No 2 1936 (Beck), No
2 1938 (Schleger) and No 3 1939
(Schleger), all in very good, lightlyused condition. [5]

Estimate: £250 to £350

Lot: 266 Quantity (c50) of 1930s/40s BUS TIMETABLE etc
LEAFLETS from a wide range of UK operators including
Westcliff-on-Sea, Barton, Eastern National, Thames Valley,
Trent, United, Western Welsh, West Yorkshire, Eastern
Counties, Birkenhead, Midland Red, Nottingham, Huddersfield, Liverpool, Sheffield, Southdown and many more. Condition ranges from used to very
good, most are good. [c50]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 268 Large container of MIXED TRANSPORT ITEMS,
mainly bus-related, comprising a 1970 BRASS PLATE from
the Reigate head office of London Country buses, a large
quantity of ABCs & FLEETBOOKS (London, Southdown etc),
Southdown etc TIMETABLE BOOKLETS, London bus etc
POCKET MAPS and a mixed selection of BOOKS (London,
Southdown etc). NB: many of the
items are well-used. [large quantity]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 270 London Transport Routemaster bonnet
FLEETNUMBER PLATE from RM 947. The original RM 947
entered service at New Cross (NX) garage in 1961, replacing
Wood Green depôt trolleybuses, and the last bus with this
number finished service at Merton (AL) garage in 1987 and
was scrapped that year. Comes with the backing plate and is
in good, ex-vehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 271 British Railways, Scottish Region enamel TOTEM
SIGN from High Street, an ex-NBR station on the North
Clyde suburban lines in Glasgow. A fully-flanged example in
very good condition with good colour and shine, just minor
blemishes. Totems from this station are not often seen at
auction. [1]

Estimate: £450 to £500

Lot: 273 1940s/50s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
FLAG (compulsory). An E3 type with runners for 3 e-plates
on each side. Double-sided with two enamel plates inside a
bronze frame, both fixing rods are present. Measures 18" x
21.5" (46cm x 54cm). A very good example with just a few
small blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £260

Lot: 275 1955 Thomas Cook double-royal TRAVEL POSTER 'Cooks every time' by Percy Brookshaw (1907-1993). A
colourful image, typical of the 1950s, of a woman on a summer holiday. Tape at the top and bottom edges, light creasing in places but overall in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 272 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 715 destinated Enfield, Hoddesdon,
Hertford. Recorded in six locations from Shepherds Bush
Green to Finsbury Park. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 274 London Transport bus driver's/conductor's CAP
& BADGE (c1970s), medium size, used, plus 3 wooden,
spring-loading TICKET RACKS, 2 x 14-position, 1 x 10position, a conductor's 'T-KEY', a London Transport Tram/
Trolleybus driver's/conductor's CAP BADGE & other sundry
badges and a bus driver's CASH TRAY. All in good to very
good, used condition. [11 items]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 276 Large quantity (69) of 1950s London Transport
Green Line Coaches TIMETABLE LEAFLETS for individual
routes. Mainly 1952-58 period, a couple noted from the early 1960s. A wide variety of routes, no obvious duplication.
All are in very good condition. [69]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 277 London Underground enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL from Bayswater station on the District & Circle
Lines. A medium-size sign in three parts (no frame) measuring 32" (82cm] across the bar. Some small chips at the ends
of the bar and other small blemishes but generally in good,
ex-use condition. [1 sign in 3 parts]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 279 Quantity (13) of mainly 1890s-1910s (a couple
are later) MAPS of London and surrounds. Examples by Bacon, W H Smith, Bartholomew, George Philip, ABC etc. Condition ranges from well-used to good. [13]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 281 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 705 destinated Bromley, Westerham,
Sevenoaks. These were recorded between Gunnersbury and
New Cross. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 278 Quantity (24) of 1910s-1930s STREET MAPS &
PLANS of London Boroughs and towns near London, many
issued by Bacon. Some of the local plans which were not
issued with hard covers have been given a card cover. An
excellent collection covering much of pre-WW2 London &
surrounds. Most are in good to very good condition. [24]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 280 London Transport RT bus BODYBUILDER'S
PLATE for Cravens Carriage & Wagon Co Ltd, Sheffield from
one of the 120 RT-type AEC Regents with bodies by this firm
built in 1948-50. Reverse states that this is ex-RT 1406, one
of the green-liveried 'Cravens' which operated from
Watford (WA) garage from 1949-56 and saw subsequent use
with Ayrshire Bus Owners - A1
Service. In very good, ex-vehicle
condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 282 London Transport RT bus BONNET FLEETNUMBER PLATE from RT 392. The original bus to carry this number, an RT3-type 'roofbox' bus, entered service at Bromley
(TB) garage in 1948 and the last RT 392 was withdrawn at
Kingston (K) garage in 1972 and scrapped that year. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £110 to £130

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 283 1886 Airey's Railway MAP of London & its Suburbs by John Airey and 'certified by the Companies'. All lines
are coloured and indexed by company. Also lists Running
Powers and Working Arrangements. Folded into hard covers
with gold-leaf titling and opens out to 29.5" x 22" (75cm x
56cm). A fine map in very good condition, some wear to the
covers. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £200

Lot: 285 Selection (13) of 1930s Green Line Coach POCKET MAPS including some of the very early issues such as the
first-ever dated 24.6.32. Issue dates range from 1932-1939
and condition of all is good to very good. [13]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 287 1934 London Underground 'Railways of London'
POCKET MAP. An early H C Beck diagrammatic card map
with print reference 34-1945 350M and showing the escalator connection between Bank and Monument stations. A
very good example, lightly-used with slight wear and the
date written at the top of the cover in tiny writing. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 284 1899 Railway Clearing House 'Official Railway
MAP of London & its Environs'. These highly detailed, coloured maps were produced to help the office staff of the
RCH to apportion the revenues to the railway companies
from the operation of services over each other's tracks. Linen-backed inside hard covers, the map opens out to 51" x
40" (130cm x 102cm). Some folds
are reinforced on the reverse, a
small stain on the map but generally in very good, used condition

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 286 Selection (20) of 1930s Green Line Coaches
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS etc including a 1933 'Rambles' brochure. A majority of the leaflets are from the pre-LPTB, pre1933 Green Line Coaches Ltd including an example from
1930, the first year of operation. Condition of all is good to
very good. [20]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 288 Selection (4) of London TIMETABLE BOOKLETS
comprising London General Country Services Omnibus Time
Table, Southern Section, dated 10 April 1932 (Spring Service)
and London Transport Timetables of Trams and Trolleybuses
dated April 25th 1945, April 17th 1946 and March 29, 1950.
The 1946 T&T booklet has worn covers, otherwise all are in
very good condition. [4]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 289 Selection (5) of London Transport 1930s AREA
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS comprising North-West Area dated
Sept 1934, London Area dated Mar 1935, South-West Area
dated Jan 1936 and Jan 1937 and South-East Area dated
Mar 1937. In lightly-used to very good condition. [5]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 291 1919 edition of "Metro-Land' BOOKLET, published by the Metropolitan Railway. Includes the original
fold-out map of 'Extension Lines into Metro-Land' on one
side and the central section of the Metropolitan Railway,
rest of the Underground and other railways on the reverse.
Booklet has a loose cover and reinforced spine, otherwise in
very good condition. The fold-out
map is in excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 293 Matching pair of London Taxi enamel LICENCE
PLATES 'E 2963' from the 1990s E-series. The first measures
9 x 6.5" (23cm x 16cm) and was fitted to the rear of the cab,
the second measures 4.5" x 2" (11cm x 5cm) and was fitted
inside the passenger compartment on the bulkhead. Both
are in excellent, ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 290 London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Barking/East Ham on the Hammersmith & City Line. Double-sided, reversable, with brass ends,
and the type with small identification lugs at the top edge.
In fairly good, ex-use condition with small corrosion losses
at the edges. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 292 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 704 destinated Sevenoaks, Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells. Other than an odd example on the Great
West Road, these were located in four places between
Bromley Common and Pratts Bottom. In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £350

Lot: 294 Southern Railway enamel 'TARGET' SIGN from
Farncombe station on the former LSWR line from Waterloo
to Portsmouth. Measures 30" (76cm) across. Generally in
good condition with some well-executed repairs. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £350

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 295 1911 (May-July) Southwold Railway TIME TABLE
BOOKLET, including fold-out map of the line. This famous 3ft
gauge railway connected the Suffolk seaside resort of Southwold with the GER main line at Halesworth. It operated
from 1879-1929. Today's Southwold Railway Trust aims to
restore the railway. The booklet has a loose front cover and
no back cover but the contents are
very good. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 297 1949 London Underground quad-royal POSTER
MAP by H C Beck 'London Transport Railways'. Print-code
249/357M/5000. The only known issue to show the briefly
proposed Bakerloo extension to Camberwell. The Central
Line is now open to Loughton and map still shows the subsequently abandoned Northern Line extensions to Alexandra Palace, Mill Hill (The Hale) and
Bushey Heath. A few short inward
tears, edge-scuffs, some creasing/
tiny losses down the centre, a
small label at the top r/h corner,
but overall a good example. Previously folded. [1]
Estimate: £750 to £1000

Lot: 299 Selection (8) of London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES comprising routes 61, 61 Mon-Fri & Sunday (partly red) Fare Stage, 77 Mon-Fri/77B Sat & Sun
(lower half red), 108A Mon-Fri Rush Hours Sat-Sun (partly
red), 113 Mon-Fri Rush Hours & Saturday Morning (partly
red) Fare Stage, 132 Mon-Fri Fare Stage, 181 Weekday and
181A Sunday (red lettering). In
good to very good, ex-use condition. [8]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 296 London Transport Gibson TICKET MACHINE with
box, harness, leather CASH BAG and spare ticket roll. A
letter-code machine, serial number 20613. Prints tickets OK
('London Transport' remains on the plate) but needs reinking. Part of casing is loose where a small screw is missing.
Harness is in good, ex-use condition, box is well-used and
the bag is in excellent condition.
[2 items]

Estimate: £150 to £300

Lot: 298 1938 hallmarked sterling silver & enamel CAP
BADGE issued to London Transport, Trams & Trolleybuses
Regulators and Section Inspectors. After the departmental
merger in 1950, these badges were also issued to Central
Bus inspectors. Carries serial no 2852 on reverse. A tiny
piece of damage to the enamel at 11 o'clock, otherwise in
very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 300 Selection (3) of 1970s London Country (London
Transport-manufactured) bus DESTINATION BLINDS from
Hemel Hempstead (HH) garage comprising a pair (only one
illustrated) of 'SS' RMC Routemaster side/rear blinds both
dated 10.1.72 and an 'L' blind (rear nos) for an RF vehicle
dated 23.10.72. All are Aldenham-produced linen blinds,
complete and in good to very
good, ex-use condition. [3]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 301 Bundle of 9 Glasgow Corporation Tramways
TRAM DESTINATION BLINDS from a variety of depôts. Most
appear to be complete but have not been closely examined
by us. They are in ex-tram condition, heavily-used, dirty and
some are distressed. [9]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 303 London Country (London Transportmanufactured) RT-bus DESTINATION BLIND from SV
(Stevenage) garage, coded 'S' (side or rear) and dated
28.4.71. A complete, linen blind, Aldenham-produced, in
very good, lightly-used condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 305 Pair of Portsmouth Corporation items comprising, firstly, a BUS DESTINATION BLIND, c1950s, marked
[Leyland] 'TD4'. Complete and in good, ex-use condition.
Plus a FOGLAMP (yellow lens) said by vendor to be ex-BUT/
Burlingham trolleybus, in ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 302 1970 London Transport DESTINATION BLIND for
an RT or Routemaster coded 'NN' (ultimate destinations)
from Leyton (T) garage dated 11.12.70. Includes several high
-profile, central London destinations. A complete, linen
blind in good to very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 304 London Country (London Transportmanufactured) RMC Routemaster DESTINATION BLIND from
SA (St Albans) garage, coded 'TT' (ultimate destinations) and
dated 2.6.75. A complete, linen blind, Aldenham-produced,
in very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £120

Lot: 306 Pair of London Country (London Transportmanufactured) DESTINATION BLINDS for RF-type buses from
High Wycombe (HE) garage, both coded 'L', one for the front
box dated 29.1.73 and the other for the rear (numbers only)
dated 9.2.73. Both are complete blinds in good, ex-use condition. [2[

Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 307 Pair of London Country (London Transportmanufactured) DESTINATION BLINDS from Garston (GR)
garage comprising an 'NN' blind (ultimate destinations) for
an RT or RML Routemaster dated 30.9.74 (includes blue
'express' destinations for route 803) and an 'LL' blind (side
or rear) for an RML Routemaster dated 1.4.76. Both are
Aldenham-produced blinds, complete and in very good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Lot: 309 Pair of 1950s/60s DESTINATION BLINDS comprising a Sheffield Corporation TRAM BLIND and a Belfast
Corporation TROLLEYBUS BLIND. Both are complete and in
very good, ex-use condition. The former appears to have
been officially shortened at the top end. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 311 1950s/60s Maidstone Corporation bus or trolleybus DESTINATION BLIND. A complete blind in good, exuse condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 308 1958 London Transport trolleybus DESTINATION
BLIND from Hammersmith (HB) depôt marked 'front & rear'
and dated 18.4.58. An Aldenham-manufactured, linen blind
complete with both white leaders and in very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 310 Selection (3) of London Country DESTINATION
BLINDS from St Albans (SA) garage comprising 2 x MBS/RF
code 'L', London Transport-manufactured linen blinds, one
front box, one rear numbers, dated 5.6.74 and 5.1.73 respectively, and a 1980s Tyvek blind for an LR-class Olympian. All are complete blinds and in good to very good, ex-use
condition. [3]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 312 Pair of London Country (London Transportmanufactured) DESTINATION BLINDS for RF-type Green Line
coaches, both coded 'M', the first from High Wycombe (HE)
garage dated 11.3.70 and the other from Reigate (RG) garage dated 6.4.72. Both are complete blinds in good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 313 London Country (London Transportmanufactured) RF-coach DESTINATION BLIND from Hatfield
(HF) garage dated 23.5.74. An Aldenham-manufactured,
linen blind, complete and in very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 315 1969 London Transport DESTINATION BLIND
coded 'L' (front box) for an MB(S) vehicle at Garston garage
dated 1.8.69, the year these buses were introduced at that
garage. A complete, linen blind in good, well-used condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 317 Selection (5) of 1990s Metrobus DESTINATION
BLINDS, polyester type, two white-on-black from Alperton
(ON) garage comprising a 'CC ' (side ultimate w/numbers)
and a 'KM' (intermediate w/numbers) plus three black-onyellow from Holloway (HT) garage comprising an
'NN' (ultimate, a very long blind), a 'KM' (intermediate w/
numbers) and a 'CC' (side ultimate
w/numbers). Complete blinds in
good, ex-use condition. [5]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 314 Bundle of 10 Glasgow Corporation Tramways
TRAM DESTINATION BLINDS from a variety of depôts. Most
appear to be complete but have not been closely examined
by us. They are in ex-tram condition, heavily-used, dirty and
some are distressed. [10]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 316 Selection (3) of 1990s/2000s Routemaster DESTINATION BLINDS, polyester type, black-on-yellow, two
from Holloway (HT) garage comprising an 'NN' (ultimate)
and an 'LL/VV' (side/rear, number/intermediate) plus a KK
(front intermediate), probably from Willesden (AC) garage.
Complete blinds in good, ex-use condition. [3]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 318 Selection (5) of 1990s Metrobus DESTINATION
BLINDS, polyester type, white-on-black from Potters Bar
(ON) garage comprising one 'NN' (ultimate), two 'CC ' (side
ultimate w/numbers) and two 'KM' (intermediate w/
numbers) plus a paper, white-on-black example from Uxbridge (UX) garage for an MA-class Mercedes midi-bus dated 30.7.90. Complete blinds in
good, ex-use condition. [6]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 319 London Transport bonnet FLEETNUMBER PLATE
from Leyland 7RT RTL 914. This number was always allocated to a Metro-Cammell-bodied vehicle and the first with
this number entered service at Battersea (B) garage in 1950,
the last RTL 914 being withdrawn from service at Cricklewood (W) garage in 1966 and scrapped in 1967. In good, exvehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 321 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 727 destinated Crawley, Gatwick,
Watford, Luton. Most unusually, this lists the whole route
end-to end and we believe that this is because the plate was
located at Heathrow Airport where the same stop was
served by coaches running in both directions. An 8" (20cm)high plate specially made for the
airport bus & coach station display. A few small chips at the edges where inserted into the runners, otherwise in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 323 1950s/60s Southern Vectis Omnibus Co DISPLAY
BOARD for Isle of Wight tours. One side has a permanent
display for the 'Round the Island' tour with an attractive
painted pictorial map, the other is a blank blackboard for
chalked displays. These boards were displayed outside the
company's booking offices or in front of a stationary bus or
coach. Wooden-framed, measures
23.5" x 39" (66cm x 99cm). In generally good, well-used condition, a
little loss on the painted side, not
affecting the display, some damage to one leg. [1]

Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot: 320 London Transport RTL bus items comprising a
BODYBUILDER'S PLATE 'Metropolitan-Cammell Carriage &
Wagon Co Ltd' from one of the 450 RTLs built by this firm
plus an enamel RADIATOR BADGE from one of the Leyland
RTLs and RTWs operated by LT. The reverse of the builder's
plate says 'RTL 587'. Both items are in well-used, ex-vehicle
condition. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £120

Lot: 322 Large selection (33) of 1920s/1930s London
Underground & London Transport HOLIDAY SERVICES LEAFLETS, the earliest is Whitsuntide 1923, and including a handful of sundry other leaflets. All are in good to very good condition. [33]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 324 1936 London Underground Metropolitan Line
thick-card CARRIAGE MAP (LINE DIAGRAM). These diagrams
were located in the compartments of T-stock and steamhauled carriages. In ex-use condition with some creases and
blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 325 c1970s/80s local authority, aluminium DIRECTIONAL SIGN 'Shadwell Station' with London Transport
roundel motif. A double-sided sign with integral frame and
fixing brackets and which would have been sited on a lamppost in the vicinity of Shadwell Underground station on the
then East London Line, now part of the Overground.
Measures 28.5" x 10.5" (72cm x
26cm) and generally in very good,
ex-use condition but needs a good
clean. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 327 c1911 London United Tramways pocket MAP OF
SYSTEM AND PLACES OF INTEREST ''in connection with the
Underground system of London''. The only known LUT public issue. Features the first UndergrounD logo on the map
side and lists places of interest, fares, first & last trams etc
on the reverse. Light wear but generally in very good condition. A rarely-seen map. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £300

Lot: 329 1950s/60s London Underground enamel PLATFORM FRIEZE PANELS, the first from Lancaster Gate on the
Central Line (57" x 9" - 145cm x 23cm, in good, ex-use condition with some small chips) and the second a matching panel with Central Line bullseye logo (45" x 9" - 114cm x 23cm,
one area of damage at a screw-hole, otherwise good). [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 326 London Underground Standard or 1938 Tube
Stock enamel CAB DESTINATION PLATE 'Bakerloo' on a yellow background. The line plate would have occupied the
lower position in the destination box. A single-sided plate
(blank reverse) with one brass end, the other missing. Otherwise in very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £240 to £280

Lot: 328 1960s/70s City of Westminster enamel STREET
SIGN from Bedford Court, WC2, a small thoroughfare in Covent Garden off Bedford Street and the Strand. A fully
flanged sign measuring 32" x 17" (81cm x 43cm). In very
good, ex-use condition with a few small chips near/on the
flanges. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 330 Southern Railway enamel 'TARGET' SIGN from
Swanley station on the former SECR line from Victoria to
Chatham. Measures 29" (74cm) across. In ex-use, unrestored condition with chipping, mainly at the edges. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 331 British Railways, Southern Region enamel TOTEM SIGN from Eltham Well Hall station on the former SECR
Bexleyheath line. The station was closed in 1985 and replaced by the new Eltham station. A fully-flanged example
in very good, ex-use condition with just minor blemishes at
the edges. Totems from this station are not common. [1]

Estimate: £350 to £450

Lot: 333 London Underground enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Oxford Circus Station on the Bakerloo,
Central and Victoria Lines. This is the mid-size version measuring 44" (112cm) across by 36" (92cm) high, c1980s, and
comes complete with its bronze frame. In very good, ex-use
condition with minor blemishes only. [3 parts + frame]

Estimate: £800 to £1000

Lot: 335 1960s London Transport Central Buses Senior
Driving Instructor's CAP BADGE, enamel on 'gold'-plated
base metal, lower raised infill. In very good, ex-use condition with just tiny blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 332 Selection (3) of London Transport bus stop
enamel G-PLATES comprising 'Alighting Point Only for Buses
Terminating Here', 'Special Journeys Only' and 'Notice to
Drivers - Headstop'. These plates each occupied the space of
3 e-plates. Generally in very good to excellent, ex-use condition. [3]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 334 Glasgow Corporation Tramways c1940s/50s
STAFF POSTER 'That "Tidy Look"' illustrated with a male
driver and female conductor. This would have been hung in
a tram depôt. Framed and glazed as original, it measures
22" x 28" (56cm x 72cm) and is in good, ex-use condition.
Plus a 1930s driver's or inspector's HAT, straw-covered,
(maker's label refers to George V),
operator unknown but possibly ex
-Glasgow, size 6 7/8 or 56, in very
good condition. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 336 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers Reigate, Redhill. Earlswood & Merstham etc and includes real photos, commercial
postcards and his own photos. Subjects include railway locos, trains, stations & infrastructure, road transport , streets,
buildings & landscapes. Album
contains 51 double-pages and approx 200 pictures. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 337 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers Purley, Sanderstead,
Kenley, Smitham, Coulsdon etc and includes real photos,
commercial postcards and his own photos. Subjects include
railway locos, trains, stations &
infrastructure, road transport ,
streets, buildings & landscapes.
Album contains 57 double-pages
and approx 230 pictures. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 339 British Railways (Southern Region) aluminium
SIGN 'All Cycles must be paid for' + prices, presumably for
storage rather than the cycles themselves. Measures 12.5" x
20" (32cm x 51cm) and is in good, ex-use condition with a
few blemishes. A most unusual item. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 341 Selection (5) of London tram items comprising 4
x LCC Tramways POCKET MAPS: May 1914, April 1916, Nov
1931 & Nov 1932, all in good to very good condition plus a
small, enamel LCC Tramways RUNNING NUMBER PLATE '40',
double-sided, in good, ex-use condition. [5]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 338 Large album of loose-mounted PHOTOGRAPHS
compiled by the late Alan A Jackson, historian & transport
author, portraying transport etc developments from the late
19th century on. This album covers Crayford, Dartford (incl
Joyce Green Hosp Tramway), Gravesend, Slade Green,
Greenhithe, Longfield, Northfleet etc and includes real photographs, commercial postcards
and his own photos. Subjects include railway locos, trains, stations & infrastructure, road
transport (incl trams), streets,
buildings & landscapes. This album contains 43 double-pages and approx 170 pictures. [1]
Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 340 United Counties Omnibus Company enamel-onbrass CAP BADGE 'Inspector' with laurel leaf surround.
c1930s-50s. In very good, ex-use condition with a few minor
blemishes. Fixing lugs are present. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot: 342 1910/11 Central London Railway miniature, fold
-out MAP with CALENDAR & RULER. Printed on card, opens
out to 4 panels with a diagram of the line in the centre, calendar for May 1910 - April 1911 on each side and a
12" (30cm) ruler on the reverse. A fascinating item which
we have not seen before and examples of which are unlikely
to have survived use in any great
number. In excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 343 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 712 marked 'Saturday' and destinated
Epsom, Dorking. Dates from the 1964-68 period when the
main service was Saturdays only (other days were covered
by the 712A & 712B variants). Probably located from Victoria southwards. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 345 1960s/70s City of Westminster enamel STREET
SIGN from Waverley Place, NW8, a residential street in St
John's Wood off the Finchley Road. A fully flanged sign
measuring 31" x 17" (79cm x 43cm). In very good, ex-use
condition with just a few small blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 347 c1911 London Underground POCKET MAP printed by Johnson, Riddle & Co Ltd. This edition shows the 3
separate Hammersmith stations, the CLR extension to Liverpool St under construction and the LBSCR lines to Crystal
Palace. Opens out to 10.5" x 8" (27cm x 20cm). In very good,
lightly-used condition. An ex-guidebook copy, folded accordingly, with the usual printer's
cut-out at the margin and a trace
of adhesive at one edge. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 344 London Underground enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Notting Hill Gate on the Central and
District/Circle Lines. A c1980s flanged sign measuring
23.5" (63cm) square and in very good, ex-use condition with
just very minor blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 346 1921 London Underground MAP OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What to See & How to Travel'
with issue date 9-3-21. Designed by MacDonald Gill with a
blue decorative border and calligraphed station names, the
map opens out to 13.5" x 10.5" (34 x 27cm). A good example, lightly-used, a little age-darkened, archive-tape repair
at one fold. [1]

Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot: 348 c1910 Evening News LONDON TUBE MAP &
GUIDE. Produced by George Philip & Sons and features a
unique cover design of tunnel segments, one for each tube
line (the sub-surface Underground lines are given equal status on the map!). Folds out from card covers to 23.5" x
19.5" (60cm x 50cm) and has a tramways map on the reverse. Light wear to the covers,
the map is in very good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 349 East Surrey Traction Company Ltd CAP BADGE
as issued to bus drivers and conductors in the 1920s until
the London Transport takeover in 1933. Enamel on goldcoloured base metal. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 351 Mixed lot of London Transport items comprising
an enamel 'Fare Stage' SIGN (2 plates + brackets, ex-bus
stop), 2 x enamel E-PLATES for Eastern National routes
151/251 and 351, a small tin PLATE 'Chiswick' ex-Aldenham
Works parts stillage and a 'V' (Turnham Green) garage STENCIL PLATE & '6' RUNNING NUMBER STENCIL, both finished in
black and believed to be for use
on LGOC-liveried buses with a
cream waistrail. All are in very
good, ex-use condition. [6]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 353 London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 423B destinated Power Station. The 423B was a rushhour works route to the Littlebrook Power Station from
Watchgate via Dartford and the plate is likely to be one of a
unique pair that were located in Dartford. In very good, exuse condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £350

Lot: 350 2 matched pairs of London Underground Piccadilly Line 1959-Stock enamel INTERIOR CAR NUMBER
PLATES from driving motor cars 1132 & 1133, one from each
end of each car. Mostly in very good, ex-car condition, a few
chips around the screw-holes. [4]

Estimate: £160 to £200

Lot: 352 London Underground items comprising a
matched pair of flanged ENAMEL SIGNS 'Exit only in Emergency' (13.5" - 34cm square, in very good, ex-use condition),
a pair of plastic roundel signs (24" x 11" - 61cm x 29cm, in
very good, ex-use condition) and a cab RUNNING NUMBER
BOX with various numbers, enamel and later plastic type, in
good, ex-use condition. [5 items]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 354 Quantity (22) of 1920s-1950s RAILWAY TIMETABLE BOOKLETS including examples from the LNER, LMS,
Southern, Met & GC Joint and London Underground. All are
in good to very good condition. [22]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 355 Selection (4) of early railway TIMETABLE BOOKLETS comprising 1911 London & North Western & North
London Railways, 1914 the same (includes a fold-out map in
London Underground style), 1919 North London Railway
and 1919 Great Northern Railway, City and Suburban Train
Service. Generally in good to very good condition. [4]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 357 Quantity (27) of 1910 onwards Railway & London Underground WORKING TIMETABLES & RULE BOOKS/
SUPPLEMENTS incl 1910 East London Railway Service Time
Book, 1913 London & North Western Railway Working Time
Tables, Southern Division, 1928 & 1930 Underground Appendices, 1936 Southern Railway Engine Head Signals, 1930
(1945) Southern Railway Regulations for Train Signalling, Underground Supplements/Appendices
1940s-1970s, 1914 (1923) LER Rule
Book, 1933 (1940) SR Rule Book
Extracts. Mostly in good to very
good condition. [27]
Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 359 London Underground CAR NUMBER PANEL
from Q31-Stock trailer 08026, ex-District Railway L-class
trailer of 1931. This car was the first to be equipped with
experimental, rubber axle-box suspension. These cars carried their fleet number applied by transfer to a hinged panel
above the inter-communicating doors. A most unusual survivor. Measures 13.5" x 10" and is
in good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 356 Quantity (17) of 1910s-1930s RAILWAY GUIDES
(Homes, Holidays, Rambles etc) issued by the Great Northern, London & North Western, LMS, Great Western and
Southern Railways (Southern Electric). Some wear and ageing evident but generally in good condition. Two are duplicated. [17]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 358 A c1930s Borough of St Marylebone enamel
STREET SIGN from Castlereach Street, W1, just of the Edgware Road, north of Marble Arch. The Metropolitan Borough of St Marylebone ceased to exist in 1965 when it was
folded into an enlarged City of Westminster. The sign comes
with its original bronze frame and measures 36" x 18" (92cm
x 46cm). In reasonable, ex-long
use condition with weathering,
chips and two small corrosion
losses at the lower edge. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 360 The "District Railway MAP of London', 7th edition, dated 1907. The final edition of a series which began in
1873. Shows the Franco-British Exhibition (held in 1908) and
Exhibition Station on the CLR. A large-scale, full-colour map
(42" x 26", 107cm x 66cm), linen-backed and folded into
hard covers. Bakerloo, Hampstead & Piccadilly tubes shown
in bold red, non-Group tubes, eg
Central and C&SLR, and the Met in
blue and not so prominently! A
little wear to the covers but overall a very good example. [1]

Estimate: £110 to £130

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 361 c1911 District Railway (Underground Electric
Railways Company of London) enamel PLATFORM SIGN
from Westminster Station. The 'Bar & Circle' device was the
Underground's first logo (direct ancestor of today's roundel)
and was introduced in 1908 to create a distinctive station
identification amidst the plethora of advertising posters on
the platforms. This sign features
the smaller circle introduced 3
years later. Measures 60" x
44" (152cm x 111cm). Sign has
suffered edge-corrosion, cornerlosses & other damage. An amazing survivor. [1]
Estimate: £700 to £900

Lot: 363 1950s/60s London Underground PLATFORM
FRIEZE PLATE for the Piccadilly Line with the line name on
the bar of a traditional London Transport bullseye.
Measures 20" x 10" (75cm x 25cm) and is the slightly deeper
type used at Green Park station. A few very small blemishes
but generally a very good example. [1]

Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot: 365 London Underground O/P/Q-Stock enamel CAB
DESTINATION PLATE 'Hammersmith via Paddington / Whitechapel' from the Hammersmith & City Line. A double-sided
sign with brass ends. In fairly good, ex-use condition, some
enamel losses around the chain-holes. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 362 1950s/60s London Underground enamel PLATFORM FRIEZE PANEL from Green Park on the Piccadilly Line.
Measures 49.5" x 10" (126cm x 25cm) and is in generally
very good condition with just a few small blemishes at the
edges and screw-holes. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 364 London Underground District Line R38-Stock
enamel INTERIOR CAR NUMBER PLATE from driving motor
car 22636 (ex-Q38 trailer). In excellent, ex-car condition,
barely a blemish. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 366 Large quantity (60) of 1950s/60s steam railway
VINYL RECORDS by Argo Transacord comprising 28 Extended
Play (EP) and 32 Long Play (LP). Recordings of steam locos in
service all over the country. Huge variety. Records have not
been tested but are cosmetically in excellent condition, all
with original covers and contained in purpose-made carrying cases. [60]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 367 1960s London Transport enamel BUS & RED
ARROW STOP FLAG, for standard bus services and Red Arrows on a combined basis. Until around 1972, the limitedstop Red Arrow services used a separate design with a black
background. A double-sided, hollow, 'boat'-style flag measuring 18" x 21" (46cm x 53cm) with space for 3 e-plates on
each side, as was often the case
with these flags, LT removed the e
-plate runners before disposal. In
very good, ex-use condition with
just a few small blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £180

Lot: 369 c1867 Metropolitan Railway MAP. The first London Underground map depicted in 'No Need to Ask' by
Leboff & Demuth and certainly the earliest we have ever
seen. Shows the original 1863 line plus the 1864/5 extensions to Kensington, Hammersmith & Moorgate plus further
planned lines and those under construction, incl the first
section of the Metropolitan District Railway. Single-sided, opens
out to 12" x 13.5" (31cm x 34cm).
In very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot: 371 London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 431 destinated Orpington via Chelsfield. This would
have been located in Sevenoaks bus station and is likely to
have been one of a unique pair. In good, ex-use condition.
[1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 368 1863 Metropolitan Railway TIMETABLES LEAFLET for the original service from Paddington to Farringdon St
plus Great Western & Great Northern through trains. Also
lists the relevant fares. Small, pocket-sized, opens out in a
strip. Dated November 1863, from the first year of operation of the World's first underground railway. Apart from
the one produced for the opening
day, this is the earliest example
we have seen. Well-used with ageing. One partial fold-split, small
ink stains and traces of adhesive
on the cover. A most remarkable
survivor. [1]
Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 370 Pair of early London Underground TIMETABLES
comprising February 1914 East London Railway fold-out
leaflet, in very good condition, and January 1915 District
Railway booklet, corroded staple otherwise in very good
condition. Most unusual items. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 372 Selection of mixed TRANSPORT EPHEMERA
comprising c1900 illustrated booklet 'Snowdon and the
Snowdon Railway', 1931 illustrated booklet 'Guide to the
Airport of London (Croydon)' published by the Air Ministry,
1937 fold-out, colourful leaflet 'Fly to Europe - Imperial Airways' and a bundle (15) of 1960s brochures for British
Transport Hotels, mainly in Scotland. All items in good to very
good condition. [18]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 373 London Underground ENAMEL SIGN
'PLATFORM 2', a double-sided hanging sign featuring the
traditional LT bullseye logo superimposed over the '1'. Estimated to date from the 1930s-50s. A good example with a
few small blemishes, complete with a replacement steel
frame with hooks, professionally made to the original specification. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 375 London Transport enamel BUS GARAGE SIGN
'No unauthorised person may enter.....Children under 16....'
etc with the LT bullseye, one of the once well-known signs
fixed in the 1950s/60s to all LT bus garages to deter entry by
bus-spotters (did they work?!). Measures 24" x 18" (61cm x
46cm) and in generally good, ex-use condition, some chips
and weathering from a long period in situ. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 377 Sheffield Corporation TRAM DESTINATION BOX
complete with working winding mechanism and destination
blind. Measures 44" x 8" (112cm x 20cm) by 4" (10cm) deep.
In good, ex-tram condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 374 A WOODEN BOARD 'Maidstone & District' with
the classic 1950s/60s M&D logo that also appeared on the
side of the buses. Presumed to be ex an M&D bus garage.
Measures 66" x 16" (168cm x 41cm) and in good, ex-use
condition with some wear & tear. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot: 376 1933 London Underground H C Beck diagrammatic, card POCKET MAP from the first-year series titled
'Underground Railways of London'. Issued c.September
1933 and has print reference 33-2791. Shows the escalator
connection between Bank and Monument stations. In used
condition with some wear, small stains, date written at top
of cover in tiny writing but overall
still a good example. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 378 London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Addison Rd/Neasden on the then
Metropolitan & District Lines. Addison Road was closed during WW2 and re-named Kensington (Olympia) in 1946. Double-sided, reversable, with brass ends and small identifying
lugs at the top edge. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £350

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 379 1950s City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN
from Stanhope Row, W1, a short street in Mayfair behind
the Hilton Hotel in Park Lane. Measures 42" x 12" (107cm x
30cm). In very good, ex-use condition with just a few small
blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot: 381 Salford City Transport cast-alloy BUS STOP FLAG
with extra wording 'Queue this side, queue other side'.
c1950s, measures 13" x 15" (33cm x 38cm) and in very good,
ex-use condition, may have been repainted. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot: 383 c1980s London Underground enamel FRIEZE
PANEL from Marble Arch station on the Central Line.
Measures 45" x 9" (114cm x 23cm). In very good, ex-use
condition, minor blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 380 1932 London General Country Services CAP
BADGE, enamel on brass, featuring the grey and red colours
also used in the fleetname on the side of the company's
buses and in the standard 'bar-and-circle' style of the Underground Group companies. These badges were short-lived
as the company became London Transport's Country Area in
1933. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 382 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 711 destinated Reigate via Sutton. Recorded at just three locations - Kennington Park, Sussex Gardens and Oxford Circus. An early e-plate in good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 384 London Underground Metropolitan Line AStock DESTINATION BOX. A complete, free-standing unit
with fully-working winding mechanism and including fitted
BLIND with all Metropolitan and East London Line destinations. In very good, ex-use condition. [1 + blind]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.
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Lot: 385 1926 London Underground linen-card POCKET
MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of 1925-32. This
is the third edition, dated April 1926, and is in the smaller
size of the first 5 editions. An excellent example, crisp and
firm. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 387 London Transport BULLSEYE RADIATOR PLATE
as fitted to the radiator grilles of the hired provincial Bristol
buses diverted temporarily to London when new in 1949/50
in order to help reduce the capital's post-WW2 bus shortage. Made of painted aluminium, measures 11" x 8" (29cm x
20cm) and is in good, ex-vehicle condition. An amazing survivor. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot: 389 Selection (5) of Glasgow Corporation Tramways
alloy TRAM STOP FLAGS comprising one 'compulsory' (single
-sided), three 'request' (double-sided, one with fixing bracket) and one 'fare station' (double-sided). Signs measure 15"
x 7.5" (38cm x 19cm) and are in varying grades of condition all are well-used. [5]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 386 c1928/9 London Underground linen-card POCKET MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of 1925-32.
This is one of the two first issues of the larger, second series
and is the one with the yellow cover. These were issued
before any of the line extensions were projected. An excellent example, crisp and firm. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 388 1916 edition of "Metro-Land' BOOKLET, the 2nd
edition, published by the Metropolitan Railway. Includes
the original fold-out map of 'Extension Lines into MetroLand' on one side and the central section of the Metropolitan Railway, rest of the Underground and other railways on
the reverse. A few signs of age and wear but generally both
the booklet and map are in very
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 390 Quantity (20) of Glasgow Corporation Tramways ENAMEL SIGNS for tram drivers comprising 16 x speed
limit signs (5, 10, 15 and 20mph) and 4 possibly in connection with the power supply, eg dead section and power-feed
point. The former measure 18" x 12" (46cm x 30cm) and the
latter are 12" (30cm) in diameter. All are in varying, ex-use
condition. [20]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 391 London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 74A lettered Mon-Fri Rush Hours and destinated Kingston Vale. The 74A only ran from 1958-1966. We speculate
that this plate was located at Earl's Court or in Putney. A
most unusual plate, the first 74A we have seen. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 393 London General Omnibus Company Ltd fold-out
LEAFLET of Motor and Horse Routes dated October 1910
from the monthly series which ran from June 1910 to February 1911. Cover has illustration of an early motor-bus and
the contents include details of motor services 1-24 and
horse services 32-92. Survivors from this series very rarely
appear at auction. In very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 395 Enamel LAPEL BADGE, c1930s-50s, from Orange
[Luxury] Coaches, the well-known, Brixton-based operator
that became part of the Ewer group in the 1950s with the
name surviving into the 1970s. In good, ex-use condition,
the pin on the reverse is missing. Plus sundry other CAP/
LAPEL BADGES including London Transport Country Buses,
AEC Southall, LUT (LT) Athletics
Association, London Country. All
in good to very good, ex-use condition. [6]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 392 London Transport bus timetable noticeboard
enamel HEADER PLATE manufactured in 1930s style with
the lettering under/overlined with diamond cut-outs.
Length 40" (102cm). In excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 394 British Railways, Scottish Region enamel TOTEM
SIGN from Camelon station, a suburb of Falkirk on the former NBR Edinburgh-Dunblane line. The station was closed in
1967 although a new one in a different location opened in
1994. A fully-flanged example in good, ex-use condition with
some weathering and light staining. Totems from this station are not common. [1]

Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot: 396 1930s London Underground enamel PLATFORM
SIGN (bullseye) from the Central or Piccadilly Line platforms
at Holborn (Kingsway) station. The sign dates from the 1933
modernisation and re-naming of the station, the 'Kingsway'
suffix subsequently fell out of use. Comes with its original
one-piece bronze frame and measures 53" (135cm) across. A
few blemishes, mostly around the
screw-holes, some small traces of
sticker adhesive, the frame needs
a little straightening in places.
[Sign + frame]

Estimate: £750 to £1000

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 397 London Transport tram DESTINATION BLIND
from New Cross depôt dated Feb 1, 1951 and for a standard
car with a 2-line box. Complete, in well-used but very reasonable condition. Probably removed from one of London's
last first-generation trams in July 1952. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 399 1947 London Underground quad-royal POSTER
MAP by H C Beck 'London Transport Railways'. Print-code
1047/2292M/5000. Shows the planned extensions of the
Central Line to Ongar and West Ruislip and the subsequently abandoned Northern Line ones to Alexandra Palace, Mill
Hill (The Hale) and Bushey Heath. Beck has thickened the
lines to allow the line names to be
included within them. Short inward tears at the l/h side, minor
edge-scuffs, some creasing in places but overall a good example.
Previously folded. [1]

Estimate: £750 to £1000

Lot: 401 Pair of London Underground 1938 Tube Stock
CAB DESTINATION PLATES, the first an enamel example:
'Northern Line' on a white background, blank reverse, and
the second a double sided example, vinyl stickers over blank
enamel: via Bank/via Charing X. These plates occupied the
lower positions in a 3-line destination box. In good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 398 Loose-leaf album containing a large quantity
(c190 ) of loose-mounted LONDON UNDERGROUND TICKETS
(and London area Main-Line tickets) from c1890s to 1930s,
Edmondson & machine-printed, some season tickets. Companies include GNR, GWR, LNWR, NLR, LMSR, LNER, East
London, Thames Steamboat, Port of London Authority,
GN&CR, District, Metropolitan,
C&SLR, CLR, GNP&BR, Baker St &
Waterloo, CCE&HR, LER & LPTB.
Generally in good, ex-use condition. [c190]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 400 1949 London Transport pre-production GIBSON
TICKET MACHINE No 12, one of 60 hand-built, all-metal machines tested on routes 1, 406 & 667 prior to mass production starting 4 years later. Only 3 others of these are known
to have survived. From the estate of the last Superintendent
of LT's Ticket Works. In good working order, needs re-inking,
comes with a standard Gibson box
and spare ticket rolls. [1]

Estimate: £5000 to £7000

Lot: 402 Aberdeen Corporation TRAM DESTINATION
BOX with DESTINATION BLIND. Label states that this is extramcar 105. The complete box with working winding mechanism and added glazed front frame to create a freestanding unit. Comes with the driver's rear-view mirror
which was screwed to the rear (detached for auction and
transit). In good, ex-tram condition. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 403 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 708 destinated Victoria, Watford, Hemel Hempstead. These were recorded between Godstone
Garage and Streatham. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot: 405 1950s City of Kensington & Chelsea pressedalloy STREET SIGN from Radnor Walk in Chelsea, a residential street off the King's Road and part of the Royal Hospital
Conservation Area. Measures 51" x 10" (130cm x 25cm) and
is in very good, ex-use condition with just minor blemishes.
[1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 407 Glasgow Corporation Tramways TRAM STOP
SIGN 'G C T - Cars stop here' with a prominent 'T' in a circle.
An alloy, double-sided sign ('Queue this side/Queue other
side') measuring 17.5" x 33.5" (44cm x 85cm). Condition
commensurate with a long period in situ and shows evidence of some in-service painted alterations at some stage.
[1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 404 1924 Metropolitan Railway small POCKET CARD
MAP "How to get to and from the British Empire Exhibition". Illustrated with a new electric locomotive on the cover, this is the Met's version of an Underground pocket map
but highlighting its own lines! Opens out to 5.75" x
4.5" (15cm x 11cm). This is the turquoise-blue cover version.
In very good, lightly-used condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 406 1930s London Transport bus stop timetablepanel enamel HEADER PLATE in the pre-WW2 style with
over/underlining of 'London Transport' with diamond cutouts. Label on reverse states that this was located on a bus
stop on Woodcote Green Road in Epsom. In excellent, exuse condition with nothing more than minor blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot: 408 West Ham Corporation Tramways CAP BADGE
issued to tram drivers and conductors in the pre-London
Transport era, probably 1910s-1920s. Brass with blue enamel inlays and featuring the Corporation coat of arms. In very
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 409 Southern Railway enamel 'TARGET' SIGN from
Richmond station on the former LSWR line from Waterloo
to Reading & Windsor, the station also being used by the
London Underground & Overground. It's possible that the
sign dates from the opening of the 'art-deco' station in
1937. Measures 29" (74cm) across. In good, ex-use condition with a little touching-in at the
edges. Has been screwed to wooden battens, easily removed. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 411 Selection (3) of 1930s London Underground
diagrammatic, card POCKET MAPS comprising No 1 1938
(Beck), No 2 1938 (Schleger) and No 1 1945 (245) (Beck). All
in excellent condition. Plus the No 1 1947 (1246) paper, foldout POCKET MAP in very good condition, small stain on rear
cover. [4]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 413 Selection (3) of 1930s BUS TIMETABLE BOOKLETS comprising Aylesbury Omnibus Co Ltd dated May 1932,
Penn Bus Co Ltd also dated May 1932 and People's Motor
Services of Ware dated September 1931. All are in very
good condition. [3]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 410 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 718 destinated Windsor via Kingston.
Recorded in just two locations - Camden Town Station and
Fulham Town Hall. An early e-plate in good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 412 London Underground POSTER 'Forgive us our
trespassing' with artwork by Banksy from his film "Exit
through the gift shop". 2 of these were posted at London
Bridge station in March 2010 as part of a programme of art
on the Underground but with the dripping halo removed on
TfL's instructions so as not to encourage graffiti. An unknown artist added back the halo,
initially with spray paint and then
by pasting on a cut-out. Both posters were then removed by TfL,
only this one was saved intact.
Now in a bespoke wooden frame
with the damaged edges folded around the back. Comes
with contemporary BBC & Evening Standard news reports.
Estimate: £6000 to £8000

Lot: 414 Pair of 1930s BUS TIMETABLE BOOKLETS comprising Amersham & District Motor Bus & Haulage Co Ltd
dated December 1932 and Lewis Omnibus Co Ltd, Watford,
dated May 1932 (cover features one of the company's AEC
Regents which were later taken over by London Transport).
The former has a vertical crease, otherwise both are in very
good condition. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 415 Selection (3) of 1930s BUS/COACH TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS comprising Autocar Services Ltd, Tunbridge
Wells, dated 1/5/30 (Summer Service, first issue), Redcar
Services Ltd, Tunbridge Wells dated March 1934 and Skylark
Express Coaches of London dated May 1930. All are in very
good condition. [3]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot: 417 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 702 destinated Staines, Virginia Water,
Sunningdale. This route was withdrawn before detailed records of e-plate locations were taken but the plate is likely to
have been located westwards from Victoria & Hyde Park
Corner. Some weathering and light scratches but overall in
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 419 1907 London Underground Electric Railways
advertising CARD with MAP, one of a series featuring different stations, in this case Kentish Town with an illustration of
a Charing Cross, Euston & Hampstead Rly train. Opens into 3
parts by lifting the train to reveal more of the station, including posters, and fares, journey times, first & last trains,
season-ticket rates & a small map
of the Underground. A very good
example with only very minor
blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £350 to £450

Lot: 416 Full set of London Underground WALL TILES
reading 'Way Out' and produced for the refurbishment of
the Piccadilly Line stations. An exact match of the original,
classic Leslie Green designs featured on the early Tube stations. This set was surplus after completion of the refurbishment work. Each tile is numbered for assembly according
with an accompanying plan. Most
come with the original manufacturer's wrapping and all appear to
be undamaged. The whole assembly measures 22.5" x 36" (57cm x
92cm). A most unusual item. [1
set]
Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot: 418 LCC Tramways enamel TRAM STOP FLAG 'Cars
Stop Here If Required'. Dating from the early 1900s, a handful of these 'clover leaf'-pattern signs survived until the end
of London's first trams in 1952. Double-sided, measures
26.5" x 17" (67cm x 43cm) and is in very reasonable condition having probably spent 40-50 years on a polluted London street. Some small chips and
weathering. An amazing survivor.
[1]

Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot: 420 London Underground framed, enamel BULLSEYE
SIGN from South Ruislip station on the Central Line. A small
sign with its original brass frame and wooden batten frame,
this may have been fixed to a column and the style of bullseye suggests it may date from 1960 when the booking hall
at this station was completed. Measures 19" x 14.5" (48cm x
37cm). In excellent condition with
no material blemishes. A most
unusual and attractive sign. [1]

Estimate: £600 to £800

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 421 London Transport bonnet FLEETNUMBER PLATE
from RT 137, one of the first production batch, known as the
"pre-war" RTs and one of just seven that worked in green
livery at Hertford (HG) garage from 1955-57. The original,
red bus to carry this number entered service at Putney (AF)
garage in 1940 and the last, the green one, finished as a
'learner' bus at Reigate (RG) garage in 1963. It was scrapped that
year. In ex-vehicle and, probably,
ex-scrapyard, condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot: 423 London Transport enamel BUS & COACH STOP
FLAG (Compulsory)). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style, E6-size,
double-sided 'boat'-type flag complete with runners for 6 eplates on each side. Measures 18" x 26" (46cm x 66cm). A
few very small blemishes but generally in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 425 London Underground enamel PLATFORM SIGN
from East Finchley station on the Northern Line. This exLNER station became part of the Underground in 1939 from
when this sign is believed to date. It would originally have
been the centre bar of a full bullseye sign. Measures 58.5" x
10.5" (149cm x 27cm). Some enamel losses in places at the
edges. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 422 London Transport RT bus BODYBUILDER'S
PLATE from one of the first production batch, known as the
"pre-war" RTs. Reads 'Built by London Transport, Chiswick
Works, W4'. In good, ex-vehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 424 Selection (7) of used London Underground
POCKET MAPS comprising 1928/29 'Stingemore' (worn),
Beck No 1 1936 (worn, some cover stains), Schleger No 2
1940 (good), 2 x undated 1950s Beck paper issues (light
wear), Beck 1955 and Beck 1958 (158) (both used with some
cover stains). [7]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Lot: 426 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 710 destinated Croydon, Oxford Circus,
Amersham. Likely to have been located between Crawley
and Purley. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £400 to £500

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 427 Bell Punch TICKET-MACHINE serial no 66242
with London Transport back-plate (machine doesn't currently punch) plus a pair of London Transport leather CONDUCTOR'S CASH BAGS, one with T-KEY, one bag in excellent exuse condition, the other appears unused, plus a London
Transport emergency TICKET RACK with unused packs of LT
punch tickets. [4 items]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 429 Quantity (55) of mainly 1930s Green Line
Coaches TIMETABLE LEAFLETS etc. A majority of the leaflets
are from the pre-LPTB, pre-1933 Green Line Coaches Ltd
with many from 1930, the first year of operation. The lot
includes a 1932 'Coach Guide for Ramblers' and a 1933 'Map
of Daily Coach Services. Condition is mostly good to very
good. [55]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot: 431 London Underground 1950s/60s enamel PLATFORM FRIEZE PANEL from Shepherds Bush station on the
Central Line and incorporating a 'bullseye' logo with the line
name on the bar. It is unusual for frieze panels to have an
integral bullseye. Measures 95" x 9" (241cm x 23cm) and is
in excellent, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £180

Lot: 428 Huge quantity (c2000) of b&w BUS PHOTOGRAPHS, mostly Southdown Motor Services, some Brighton
& London also noted, and mostly postcard-size. Period covered appears to be mainly 1920s-60s. Quality is generally
good, nearly all are in-service shots, but most have curled to
some degree and some flattening is required. [c2000].

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot: 430 1950s/60s London Underground enamel FRIEZE
PANEL from the Northern Line platforms at Leicester Square
station in the heart of London's cinema and theatre-land.
Measures 67" x 9" (170cm x 23cm). Generally in very good
condition with a few small stains and a small trace of graffiti
at one end. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot: 432 London Transport ENAMEL PLATE, a commemorative plaque, ex-RT 3710 marking the vehicle's 1953 tour of
Switzerland & Sweden, along with RTL 1459, to promote the
British Festivals. One of these signs remained on each deck,
along with a GB sign on the rear of the bus, throughout its
subsequent service life in London which ended in 1970
when it was scrapped. Measures
11" (28cm) square. Some damage
around the screw-holes incurred
when removed. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 433 Pair of London Transport SIGNS comprising an
enamel BUS STOP FLAG, single-sided, measuring 12" x
10.5" (30cm x 27cm), most unusual, possibly from a bus
shelter or bus garage wall (in excellent condition) and a
painted, tin PLATE, single-sided, for Green Line coach services reading '724 Windsor via Egham, 725 Windsor via Egham', probably from Staines bus
station (although the 724 actually
ran via Runnymede), and measuring 12" x 7.5" (30cm x 19cm) (in
good, ex-use condition).

Estimate: £140 to £180

Lot: 435 1935 London Transport quad-royal POSTER
MAP 'Green Line Coach Routes' with list of Daily Coach Services. A wonderful map showing the mid-1930s coach network in its heyday and featuring the early LT Green Line
logo. These maps would have been posted at Underground
stations and in bus shelters but few have survived. Folded
and somewhat fragile. Some folds
have parted and it needs careful
handling. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £350

Lot: 437 London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
for Green Line route 705 destinated Heathrow Airport,
Slough, Windsor. These were recorded between New Cross
and Turnham Green. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £350

Lot: 434 Pair of London Transport Underground CAP
BADGES, the first a 1939, hallmarked-silver Station Foreman
or Inspector, serial no 3408 (some enamel damage in the
lower semi-circle, otherwise good) and the second a 1950s
Railway Instructor/Trainmen's Inspector in 'gold'-plated
base-metal (excellent condition). [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot: 436 London Underground enamel PLATFORM SIGN
from Hampstead station on the Northern Line. This is a tunnel-side sign measuring 24" (61cm) square with its accompanying, original alloy frame and is slightly curved to fit
against the tunnel wall. In excellent condition, barely a
mark. [1 + frame]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot: 438 Selection (4) of London Transport trolleybus
DESTINATION BLINDS from Carshalton (CN) depôt comprising front/rear boxes dated 17.11.54 and 14.3.57, side box
dated 30.10.57 and route number box dated 14.3.57. All are
complete blinds in very good, ex-use condition. [4]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

An Auction of Transport

Collectables & Railwayana
Lot: 439 c1920s Borough of Hammersmith enamel
STREET SIGN with original bronze frame from Boxmoor
Street, W11. There is no trace of this street today but it is
known to have existed from 1906 until 1938 at least. Postal
sub-districts were introduced in 1917 which may date this
sign. The Metropolitan Borough of Hammersmith existed
from 1900-1965 after which it became part of today's London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham.
Sign measures 34" x 19.5"(86cm x
49cm) and bears the scars of a
long period in situ but remains
very reasonable. [1]
Estimate: £200 to £300

Lot: 440 Early RAILWAY SIGN 'To Elmers End, West Wickham and Hayes'. We think this could be late 19th century,
possibly South Eastern Railway or South-Eastern & Chatham
Railway origin, and could perhaps have been located at
Beckenham Junction station at the entrance to the platform
for the Hayes service. A double-sided opal glass sign in original wooden frame with wroughtiron bracketry. Measures 32" x
18" (81cm x 46cm) with frame and
is in very good, ex-use condition, a
little weathered. An amazing survivor. [1]

Estimate: £500 to £600

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of 16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via the-saleroom.com, an additional fee of 5.94% inclusive.

